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(?| Radiation shielding is provided and access allowances for natural environmenta! ;

control patterns are established to allow a disturbances such as earthquakes, floods,
properly trained operating staff to control and storms at the station site.
adiation doses within the limits of

.ipplicable regulations in any mode of normal (15) Standby electrical power sources have
plant operations. sufficient capacity to power all safety I

related systems requiring electrical power |

(8) Those portions of the nuclear system that concurrently. !

form part of the reactor coolant pressure ;

boundary are designed to retain integrity as (16) Standby electrical power sources are j
a radioactive material containment barrier provided to allow prompt reactor shutdown !

following abnormal operational transients and removal of decay heat under circum- .

and accidents. stances where normal auxiliary power is not |
available. !

(9) Nuclear safety systems and engineered safety !

features function to assure that no damage (17) A containment is provided that completely !
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary encloses the reactor systems, drywell, and : !

results from internal pressures caused by suppression chambers. The containment [
abnormal operational transients and employs the pressure suppression concept. j

accidents. |

(18) It is possible to test primary contain-
(10) Where positive, precise action is immediate- ment integrity and leak tightness at ;

ly required in response to abnormal opera- periodie intervals. |

tional transients and accidents, such action I

is automatic and requires no decision or (19) A secondary containment is provided that f
manipulation of controls by plant operations completely encloses the primary containment
personnel. above the reactor building basemat. This !

'
secondary containment provides for a

(11) Safety related actions are provided by controlled, monitored release of any j

equipment of sufficient redundance and inde- potential radioactive leakage from the f

pendence so that no single failure of active primary containment. I
!components, or of passive components in cer-

tain cases in the long term, will prevent (20) The primary containment and secondary ;

the required actions. containment in conjunction with other
'

safety related features limit radio-
logical effects of accidents resulting in |

the release of radioactive material to the
containment volumes to less than the
prescribed acceptable limits.

(21) Provisions are made for removing energy
(12) Provisions are made for control of active from the primary containment as necessary

components of safety related systems from to maintain the integrity of the
the control room. containment system following accidents that

release energy to the containment,
(13) Safety related systems are designed to

perm.t demonstration of their functional (22) Piping that penetrates the primary
performance requirements. containment and could serve as a path for

the uncontrolled release of radioactive
(14) The design of safety related systems, material to the environs is automatically

components and structures includes isolated when necessary to limit the

Amendment 1.2-2
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; (1) specified acceptable fuel design limits and There are three independent AC load groups j

design conditions of the reactor coolant provided to assure independence and redundancy '

pressure boundary are not exceeded as a of equipment function. These meet the safety i

result of anticipated operational requirements, assuming a single failure, since: !
occurrences, and'

(1) each load group is independently capable of ,

(2) the core is cooled and containment integrity isolation from the offsite power sources. |;

| and other vital functions are maintained in and ;

j. the event of postulated accidents. |

1 (2) each load group has separate circuits to !

! The onsite electric power supplies including independent power sources. !

the batteries, and the onsite electric dis-
! tribution system shall have sufficient For each of the three AC load groups there

'

independence, redundancy, and testability to are independent batteries which furnish DC load
perform their safety functions assuming a single and control power for the corresponding divi- '

failure. sions. An additional battery furnishes DC load i
and control power for the safety system logic j

4

| Electric power from the transmission network and control (SSLC) Division IV bus. |

to the onsite electric distribution system shall ;'

be supplied by two physically independent cir- The reactor protection instrumentation is ;

cuits (not necessarily on separate rights of way) powered from four independent AC/DC power ;;

designed and located to minimize to the extent sources. >

,

practical the likelihood of simultaneous failure ;

j under operating and postulated accident and envi- The onsite electric power systems are j
ronmental conditions. A switchyard common to designed to meet the requirements of Criterion j

4

j both circuits is acceptable. Each of these cir- 17. For further discussion, see the following j
cuits shall be designed to be available in suffi- sections .

cient time following a loss of all onsite alter- !

; nating current power supplies and the other off- Chapter / j

] site electric power circuit to assure that speci- Section Ihk [

t fied acceptable fuel design limits and design j

conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boun. (1) 1.2 General Plant Description j'

!dary are not exceeded. One of these circuits
,

i shall be designed to be available within a few (2) 3.10 Seismic Qualification of Seismic ;

j seconds following a loss-of coolant accident to Category llnstrumentation and i

| assure that the core cooling, containment inte- Electrical Equipment |
'

j grity, and other vital safety functions are
j maint aine d. (3) 3.11 EnvironmentalQualification of !

; Safety-Related Mechanical and |
Provisions shall be included to minimize the Electrical Equipment 1

probability of losing electric power from any of
the remaining supplies as a result of or (4) 8.3 Onsite Fower Systems
coincident with, the loss of power generated by
the nuclear power unit, the loss of power from 3.1.2.2.8.2.2 Offsite Electric Power System

;

; the transmission network, or the loss of power
from the onsite electric power supplies. A part of the design of the offsite power

systems is out of the scope of the ABWR design.
3.1.2.2.8.2 Evaluation Against Criterica 17 A description of the offsite power system and

the scope split between the ABWR Standard Plant
3.1.2.2.8.2.1 Onsite Electric Power System design and the COL appcant design is defined

in Subsection 8.2.L1 and 8.2.1.2. The ABWR-

Standard Plant interfaces requirements are
addressed in Subsection 8.2.3 and 8.2.4. |

3.1-11Amendment4
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8.1 INTRODUCTION The 1500MVA main power transformer is a bank
of three single phase transformers. One single phase

8.1.1 Utility Grid Description installed spare transformer is prosided.

The description of the utility grid system is out of A main generator circuit breaker capable of I
the ABWR Standard Plant scope, however there are interrupting the maximum available fault current is
interface requirements contained in Section 8.2.3.1 provided. This allows the generator to be taken off
which must be complied with by the Utility. line and the main power transmission system to bc |

utilized as a power source for the unit auxiliary
8.1.2 Electric Power Distribution Systern transformers and their loads, both Class IE and

non-Class 1E. This is also the start-up power source

8.1.2.0 Definitions for the unit.

The definitions used throughout Chapter 8 are There are three unit auxiliary transformers,
consistent with Section 3 of IEEE 308 with the connected to supply power to three approximately
following important clarifications for the ABWR: equalload groups of equipment. The " Normal

Preferred * power feed is from the unit auxiliary
division. The designation applied to a given safety transformers so that there normally are no bus
related system or set of components that enables the transfers required when the unit is tripped off the
establishment and maintenance of physical, line.
electrical, and functional independence from other
redundant sets of components. (The term " safety One, three-winding 37.5 MVA unit reserve
related" is added to the IEEE 308 definition.) auxiliary transformer is supplied to provide power sia

one secondary winding for the Class IE buses as an |
load group. An arrangement of buses, transformers, alternate to the * Normal Preferred" power. The
switching equipment, and loads fed from a common other secondary winding supplies reserve power to
power supply. (The last three words *...within a the non Class 1E buses. This is truly a reserve |
division" are deleted with respect to the IEEE 308 transformer because unit startup is accomplished
definition.) A load group may be safety-related or from the normal preferred power, which is backfed
non. safety-related depending on its common power from the offsite power transmission system over the |
supply, main power circuit to the unit auxiliary transformers.

The two low voltage windings of the reserve
safety related. Any Class 1E power or protection transformer are rated 18.75 MVA cach.
system device included in the scope of IEEE 279 or
IEEE 308. (This term is explicitly defined in IEEE 8.1.2.2 Description of Onsite AC Power Distribution
100, though not in IEEE 308.) Note that " safety System

related" includes both electrical and non-electrical
equipment, whereas ' Class IE' pertains only to Three non Class 1E buses and one Class IE
electrical equipment (i.e., any equipment which has division receive power from the single unit auxiliary

an electricalinterface). transformer assigned to each load group. Load
groups A, B and C line up with Divisions 1,11 and Ill,

8.1.2.1 Description of Offsite Electrical Power respectively. One winding of the reserve auxiliary
System transformer may be utilized to supply reserve power

to the non-Class 1E buses either directly or indirectly

The scope of the offsite electrical power system through bus tie breakers. The three Class 1E buses
includes the entire transmission line system and the may be supplied power from the other winding of the
transmission lines coming into the switchyards to the reserve auxiliary transformer.
termination of the bus duct and power cables at the
input terminals of the circuit breakers for the 6.9KV A combustion turbine generator supplies standby
switchgear. The applicant has design responsibility power to permanent non.Cim 1E loads. These
for portions of the offsite power system. The scope loads are grouped on one of the 6.9KV buses per
split is as defined in the detailed description of the load group. Power is also provided from the
offsite power system in Section 8.2.1.1. combustion turbine generator to the three Class 1E |

medium voltage buses sia breakers that are normally

Amendment 8.1-1
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racked out for Divisions I and III and remote
manually closed under administrative control fory
Division II.

In general, motors larger than 300 KW are
I supplied from the 6.9Kv (M/C) bus. Motors 300KW

or smaller but larger than 100KW are supplied
| power from 480V power center (P/C) switchgear.

Motors 100KW or smaller are supplied power from

| 480V motor control centers (MCC). The 6.9KV and
480V single line diagrams are shown in Figure 8.3-1.

During normal plant operation all of the non.
Class IE buses and two of the Class 1E buses are

I supplied with power from the main tmbine generator
through the unit auxiliary transformers. The
remaining Class IE bus is supplied from the reserve
auxiliary transformer. This division is immediately
available, without a bus transfer, if the normal
preferred power is lost to the other two divisions.

Three diesel generator standby ac power supplies
provide a separate onsite source of power for each

| Class IE division when normal or alternate
preferred power supplies are not available. The
transfer from the normal preferred or alternate

|

|

|

|

D)I
% s'

g.1 1.1
Amendment
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.
preferred power supplies to the diesel generator is provide the redundancy for various instrumentation,
automatic. The transfer back to the normal logic and trip circuits and solenoid valves. The SSLC |

2

preferred or the ahernate preferred power source is power supply is further described in Subsection
|

a manual transfer. 8.1.3.1.1.2.
3

!"

The Division I, II, and III standby ac power 8.1.2.3 Safety Loads ;

supplies consist of an independent 6.9Kv Class IE |<

; diesel generator, one for each division. Each DG The safety loads utilize various Class 1E ac ;

may be connected to its respective 6.9Kv Class 1E and/or de sources for instrumentation and motive or i
'

| | switchgear bus through a circuit breaker located in control power or both for all systems required for ;

the switchgear. safety. Combinations of power sources may be
j involved in performing a single safety function. For !

The standby ac power system is capable of example, low voltage de power in the controllogic'

| providing the required power to safely shut down the may provide an actuation signal to control a 6.9kV i
reactor after loss of preferred power (LOPP) and/or circuit breaker to drive a large ac-powered pump '

| loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and to maintain the motor. The systems required for safety are listed ;

safe shutdown condition and operate the Class IE below:
'

| auxiliaries necessary for plant safety after shutdown.
(1) Safety System Logic and Control Power Supplies

| The plant 480 VAC power system distributes including the Reactor Protection System
sufficient power for normal auxiliary and Class 1E ,

480 volt plant loads. All Class 1E elements of the (2) Core and Containment Cooling Systems
| 480 V power distribution system are supplied via the

6.9Kv Class 1E switchgear and, therefore, are (a) Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) :

capable of being fed by the normal preferred, !

alternate preferred, standby or combustion turbine (b) High Pressure Core Flooder (HPCF)
generator power supplies. System

The 120 VAC non-Class IE instrumentation (c) Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)
i power system, Figure 8.3-2, provides power for ,

non-Class 1E control and instrumentation loads. (d) Leak Detection and Isolation System (LDS) 1

(c) Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System !

The Class 1E 120 VAC instrument power (RCIC)
system, Figure 8.3-2, provides for Class IE plant
controis and instrumentation. The system is (3) ESF Support Systems
separated into Divisions I, II and III with distribution
panels fed from their respective divisional sources. (a) Diesel generator Sets and Class IE ac/dc

power distribution systems.
The 125V de power distribution system provides

four independent and redundant onsite battery (b) HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System'

sources of power for operation of Class IE de loads. (HECW)
The 125V de non-Class IE power is supplied from'

three 125V de batteries located in the turbine (c) Reactor Building Cooling Water (RCW)
building. A separate non-Class 1E 250V battery is System

provided to supply uninterruptible power to the plant
computers and non-Class 1E de motors (See Figure (d) Spent Fus! Pool Cooling System

8.3-4).
(e) Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS)

The safety system and logic control (SSLC) for !

RPS and MSIV derives its power from four uninter- (f) Reactor Building Emergency HVAC System
| ruptible 120 VAC divisional buses (See Figure 8.3-3).

"

The SSLC for the ECCS derives its power from the (g) Control Building HVAC System
'

four divisions of 125V de buses. The four buses

Amendment 8.1-2
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(b) High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply System only one of the offsite power supplies.The transfer
to the other preferred feeder is manual. During the |

(4) Safe Shutoown Systems interim, power is automatically supplied by the diesel
generators.

(a) Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) ;

The redundant Class IE electrical divisions | ;

(b) Nuclear Boiler System (Divisions I, II, and III) are provided with separate
onsite standby ac power supplies, electrical buses, |

(i) Safety / Relief Valves (SRVs) distribution cables, controls, relays and other ,!

(ii) Steam Supply Shutoff Portion electrical devices. Redundant parts of the system are
physically separated and electricallyindependent to I ,

(c) Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system the extent that in any design basis event with any {

decay heat removal resulting loss of equipment, the plant can still be shut
down with the remaining two divisions. Independent

| (5) Safety-Related Monitoring Systems raceway systems are provided to meet cable separa-
,

tion requirements for Divisions I,II, and III.'

(a) Neutron Monitoring System
Divisions I, II, and III standby ac power supplies |

(b) Process Radiation Monitoring System have sufficient capacity to provide power to all their ;

respective loads. Loss of the normal preferred
(c) Containment Atmosphere Monitoring power supply, as detected by 6.9Kv Class 1E bus |

System under-voltage relays, will cause the standby power ;

supplies to start and connect automatically,in suffi-
~

(d) Suppression PoolTemperature Monitoring cient time to safely shut down the reactor or limit the i
System consequences of a design basis accident (DBA) to ,

acceptable limits and maintain the reactor in a safe
For detailed listings of Division I,11 and III loads, condition. The standby power supplies are capable

see Tables 83-1 and 83-2. of being started and stopped manually and are not ,

stopped automatically during emergency operation !
y '

8.1.3 Design Bases unless required to preserve integrity. Automatic
start will also occur on receipt of a level 11/2 signal

8.13.1 Safety Design Bases -Onsite Power (HPCF initiate), level 1 signal (RHR initiate) and |
high drywell pressure. ;

.! 8.13.1.1 General Functional Requirements |
The Class 1E 6.9Kv Divisions I, II, and Ill l

8.13.1.1.1 Onsite Power Systems--General switchgear buses, and associated 6.9Kv diesel
generators,480 VAC distribution systems,120 VAC

The unit's total Class 1E load is divided into three and 125 VDC power and control systems conform to
4 divisions. Each division is fed by an independent Seismic Category I requirements and are housed in

6.9Kv Class 1E bus, and each division has access to Seismic Category I structures. Seismic Oualification
one onsite and two offsite power sources. An is in accordance with IEEE Standard 344. (See
additional offsite power source is providedh the Section 3.10)'

combustion turbine generator (CTG). gdescription
of the CTG is provided in Section 9.5.11. e ) 8.13.1.1.2 SSLC (Safety System Logic and

Each of the two normally energize [d offde pow)er
' Control) Power Supply System Design Bases

feeders (i.e., normal preferred and alternate In order to provide redundant, reliable power of

i preferred power) are provided for the Divisions I, II acceptable quality and availability to support the ,

I and III Class IE systems. Normally two divisions are safety logic and control functions during normal, |
fed from the normal preferred power source and the abnormal and accident conditions, the following |
third division is fed from the alternate preferred design bases apply:

power source. Both feeders are used during normal
plant operation to prevent simultaneous
deenergization of all divisional buses on the loss of"

8.1-3Amendment
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I (1) SSLC power has four separate and independent 6. Indication is provided in the control room of
Class IE inverter constant voltage constant protective actions and execute features !

frequency (CVCF) power supplies each backed unavailability. !

by separate Class IE batteries. !
7. Electric power systems and equipment has the l

'
(2) Provision is made for automatic switching to the capability of being periodically tested.

| | alternate bypass supply from its respective ;

division in case of a failure of the inverter power 8. Testability of electrical systems and equipment '

'

supply. The inverter power supply is is not so burdensome operationally that t

| synchronized in both frequency and phase with required testing intervals cannot be included. i

.he alternate bypass supply, so that unacceptable |

| voltage spikes will be avoided in case of an 8.13.1.2 Regulatory Requirements j
?

! automatic transfer from normal to alternate
supply. The SSLC uninter- ruptible power The following list of criteria is addressed in |

| supply complies with IEEE Std. 944 accordance with Table 8.1-1 which is based on Table
~

|
8-1 of the Standard Review Plan. In general, the ;

| 8.13.1.13 Controls and Indication ABWR is designed in accordance with all criteria. [

Any exceptions or clarifications are so noted. j'

The ABWR electrical system design provides ;

controls and indicators in accordance with IEEE 308 8.13.1.2.1 Generst Design Criteria j

guidelines. The specific design bases are described
as follows: (1) GDC 2 - Design Bases for Protection

|
against Natural Phenomena

,

| 1. The ABWR electrical system provides controls !

and indicators in the main control room. (2) GDC4- Environmental and Dynamic j
Effects Design Bases;

'

|[ 2. The design provides for control and indication
outside the main control room for; (3) GDC5 Sharing of Structures, Systems and i

| Components; |
'

a. Circuit breakers that switch Class IE buses
between the prekrred and standby power The ABWR is a single-unit plant design.
supply, Therefore, this GDC is not applicable.

|

b. The standby power supply, and (4) GDC 17 - Electric Power Systems; j

c. Circuit breakers and other equipment as (5) GDC 18 - Inspection and Testing of
,

required for safety systems that must Electrical Power Systems;

function to bring the plant to a safe
shutdown condition. (6) GDC 50 - Containment Design Bases.

|

| 3. Operational status information is provided for 8.13.1.2.2 NRC Regulatory Guides

| Class 1E power systems.
(1) R G 1.6 Independence Between

4. Class 1E power systems required to be Redundant Standby (Onsite)
controlled from outside the main control room Power Sources and Between Their

also have operational status information Distribution Systems;

provided outside the central control room at the
equipment itself, or at its power supply, or at an (2) RG 1.0 - Se1eetion, D esign and

alternate centrallocation. Qualification of Diesel generator
Units Used as Standby (Onsite) !

5. The operator is provided with accurate, Electric Power Systems at Nuclear j

complete, and timely information pertinent to Power Plants; j
the status of the execute features in the control

-

room.

81-J
Amendment

|
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(3) RG 132 - Criteria for Safety-Related Electric (13) RG 1.153- Criteria for Power, Instrument- |'

Power Systems for Nuclear Power ation, and Contrcl Portions of '

'

q Plants; Safety Systems; |
I

)

Fuses cannot be periodically tested and are (14) RG 1.155- Station Blackout | {'

exempt from such requirements per Section .

| 4.1.7 of IEEE 741. ;

I f
i (4) RG 1.47 - Bypassed and Inoperable Status
| Indication foi Nuclear Power Plant ;

Safety Systems; {
t

(5) RG 1.63 - Electric Penetration Assemblics in
!

| Containment Structures for [
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear j

j Power Plants; |

dq

1 (6) RG 1.75 PhysicalIndependence of Electric

s Systems;
;

'
Isolation between Class IE power supplies and ,

non-Class IE loads is discussed in Subsection |
83.1.1.1.

.

F

'

(7) RG 1.81 - Shared Eme gency and Shutdown'

Electric Systems for Multi-Unit.

| N Nuclear Power Plants;
i

-

i'
~ The ABWR is designed as a single-unit plant. |

Therefore, this Regulatory Guide is not
applicable.-

.

(8) RG 1.106 - Thermal Overload Protection for '

Electric Motors on Motor-
Operated Valves-

I

! (9) RG 1.108- Periodic Testing of Diesel
Generator Units Used as Onsite

-

Electric Power Systems at Nuclear
Power Plants;

(10) RG 1.118- PeriodicTesting of Electric Power
and Protection Systems;

a

(11) RG 1.128- Installation Design and Installation
of Large 1. cad Storage Batteries for
Nuclear Power Plants;

|

(12) RG 1.129- Maintenance, Testing, and Re-
1 placement of Large Lead Storage

]
Batteries for Nuclear Power Plants;

-

|

81-41
Amendment
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8.13.1.23 Besach Technical Positions (3) TMI Action item II.G.1-Emergency Power for

Pressurizer Equipment;
(1) BTP ICSB 4 (PSB) - Requirements on Motor- .i

'

Operated Valves in the ECCS Accumulator This criteria is applicable only to PWRs and
Lines; does not apply to the ABWR. !

This BTP is written for Pressurized Water 8.1.4 COL License Information
Reactor (PWR) plants only and is therefore not |
applicable to the ABWR. 8.1.4.1 Diesel Generator Reliability i

(2) BTP ICSB 8 (PSB) - Use of Diesel generator NUREG/CR 0660 pertaining to the enhancement
Sets for Peaking; of onsite diesel generator reliability through :

operating procedures and training of personnel will !

The diesel generator sets are not used for be addressed by the COL applicant (see Subsection j
peaking in the ABWR design. Therefore, this 8.13.1.2.4(1)). ;

criteria is satisfied. |

8.1.5 References
(3) BTP ICSB 11 (PSB) - Stability of Offsite Power i

Systems; IEEE Std 944, Recommended Practice for the
.

Application and Testing of Uninterruptible Power )
(4) BTP ICSB 18 (PSB)- Application of the Single Supplies for Power Generating Stations. )

Failure Criterion to Manually-Controlled ;

Electrically-Operated Valves; )

(5) BTP ICSB 21 - Guidance for Application of
Regulatory Guide 1.47;

(6) BTP PSB 1 - Adequacy of Station Electric .

Distribmion System Voltages; |

(See Subsection 83.1.1.7 (8)) )
i
i

(7) BTP PSB 2 - Criteria for Alarms and j

Indications Associated with Diesel-Generator ;

Unit Bypassed and Inoperable Status;

8.13.1.2.4 Other SRP Criteria |

(1) NUREG/CR 0660 - Enhancement of Onsite
Diesel Generator Reliability;

Operating procedures and the training of
personnel are outside the scope of the ABWR
Standard Plant. NUREG/CR 0660 is there-
fore imposed as COL license information. (See

| Subsection 8.1.4.1).

(2) TMI Action item II.E3.1. - Emergency Power
Supply for Pressurizer Heater;

This criteria is applicable only to PWRs and
does not apply to the ABWR.

8.15Amendment
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|

8.2 OFFSITE POWER SYSTEMS 52 interface requirements) consistent with these I
4

i concepts are included in Section 8.2.3 for COL
8.2.1. Description applicant. Meeting the stated design bases will i

ensure that the total power system design is j;

8.2.1.1 Scope consistent and meets all regulatory requirements. i

:

This section provides a description of the design The portions of the offsite power system which !
i and performance requirements for the offsite power fall under the design responsibility of the COL |

system. The offsite power system, as defined in the applicant will be unique to each COL application. It !<

USNRC Standard Review Plan Section 8.2, consists is the responsibility of all concerned parties to insure
of the following: that the total completed design of equipment and ,

systems falling within the scope of this SSAR section .

(Applicant Scope) be in line with the description and requirements |
ia) The offsite trtnsmission system "[ including stated in this SSAR. See Section 8.2.3 for a detailed

the tie lines t a the switchyard (s)]" listing and description of Ihe COL license
i b) The plant switchyard (s), information.

c) The separated switching stations, ,

) d) The high veltage tie lines from the switching 8.2.1.2 Description of Offsite Power System :

; stations to the main power transformers, and |
to the reserve auxiliary transformer, The offsite electrical power system components |'

c) The main step-up power transformers, within the scope of the applicant include items a) |
through e) identified in Subsection 8.2.1.1. The !

(ABWR Standard Plant Scope) remaining items f) through n) are within the scope of i

f) The rescrie auxiliary transformer, the ABWR standard plant design. |.

I g) The threr: unit auxiliary transformers,
'

h) The plant main generator, When used for normal operation, each preferred |
,

i) The combustion turbine generator, power supply will be sized to supply the maximum |
j) The isolated phase buses from the main expected coincident Class IE and non-Class IE

power transformer to the main generator loads.
circuit breaker, and to the unit auxiliary,

transformers, The normal and alternate preferred power
k) The main generator circuit breaker, circuits are designed in accordance with industry-

a 1) The non-segregated phase buses from the recommended practice in order to minimize the
i unit auxiliary transformers to the input likelihood that they will fail while operating under

terminals of the medium voltage (6.9 kV) the environmental conditions (such as, wind, ice,
switchgear, snow, lightning, temperature variations, or flood), to

m) The non-segregated phase bus and power which they are subject.r
'

cables from the reserve auxiliary transformer
to the input terminals of the non-safety Air cooled isolated phase bus duct rated 36kA is
related and safe.Trelated medium voltage provided for a power feed to the main power
(6.9 kV) switchgear, and transformer and unit auxiliary transformers from the

n) The power cables from the combustion main generator.
turbine generator to medium voltage (6.9

; kV) switchgear, including the disconnect and A generator circuit breaker is provided in the |
intercaaandag bus. isolated phase bus duct at an intermediate location"

between the main generator and the main power"

The design scope for the standard plant ends at transformer. The generator circuit breaker prodded I
the low voltage terminals of the main power is capable ofinterrupting a maximum fault current of
transformer and the high voltage terminals of the 275kA symmetrical and 340kA asymmetrical at 5 i

I

reserve auxiliary transformer. Although the cycles after initiation of the fault. This corresponds
remainder of the offsite power system is not in the to the maximum allowable interface fault current

;

scope of the standard plant design, the standard specified in Section 8.2.3. The main generator circuit |

plant design is based on a power system which meets breaker allows the generator to be taken off line and

: certain design concepts. Design bases (10CFR Part the main grid to be utilized as a power source by

i
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backfeeding to the unit auxiliary transformers and(', their loads, both Class 1E and non-Class 1E. This is
also the start-up power source for the unit.

1

Unit sychronization will normally be through the |
!| main generator circuit breaker. A coincidental
!

three-out-of-three logic scheme and synchrocheck
!relays are used to prevent faulty synchronizations.

| Dual trip coils are provided on the main generator
circuit breaker and control power is supplied from
redundant load groups of the non-Class 1E onsite
125V DC power system.

1

It is a design bases requirement that syn-
chronization be possible through the switching
station's circuit breakers (See Section 8.2.3).

There are three unit auxiliary transformers. Each
transformer has three windings and each trans-
former feeds one Class IE bus directly, two non-
Class IE buses directly, and one non-Class 1E bus

(~%O

k
%./
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indirectly through a non IE to non IE bus tie. The The unit auxiliary and reserve transformers are

V rnedium voltage buses are in a three load group designed and constructed to withstand the
arrangement with three non-Class 1E buses and one mechanical and thermal stresses produced by
Class IE bus per load group. Each unit auxiliary external short circuits. In addition, these

transformer has an oil / air rating at 65 degrees transformers meet the corresponding requirements
centigrade of 37.5Mva for the primary winding and of the latest revisions of ANSI Standard C57.12.00.

| 18.75Mva for each secondary winding. The forced [See 8.2.3(8) for COL requirements on the main
air / forced oil rating is 62.5 and 31.25/31.25Mva step-up transformers. See 8.2.3(10) for COL

,

respectively. The normal loading of the six requirements on the high-voltage circuit breakers
secondary windings of the transformers is balanced and disconnect switches.]
with the heaviest loaded winding carrying a load of

| 17.7Mva The heaviest transformer loading occurs Offsite system circuits derive their control,
when one of the three unit auxiliary transformers is protection, and instrument DC power from
out of senice with the plant operating at full power. non-Class 1E DC sources in the same non-Class 1E
Under these conditions the heaviest loaded winding load group, and are independent of the Class 1E DC
experiences a load of 21.6Mva, which is akut two sources.

j thirds ofits forced air / forced oil rating.
8.2.1.3 Separation

Disconnect links are provided in the isolated phase
bus duct feeding the unit auxiliary transformers so The location of the main power transformer, unit I
that any single failed transformer may be taken out auxiliary transformers, and reserve auxiliary
of senice and operation continued on the oQer two transformer are shown on Figure 8.2-1. The reserve
unit auxiliary transformers. One of the buses auxiliary transformer is separated from the main
normally fed by the failed transformer would have to power and unit auxiliary transformers by a minimum

| be fed from the reserve auxiliary transformer in distr.nce of 15.24 meters (50 feet). It is a
order to keep all reactor internal pumps operating so requirement that the 15.24 meters (50 foot)

,T(d as to attain full c.swer. The reserve auxiliary minimum separation be maintained between :he
transformer is sized for this type of senice. switching stations and the incoming tie lines. The |

transformers are provided with oil collection pits and
One, three-winding 37.5MVA reserve auxiliary drains to a safe disposal area.

transformer prosides power as an alternate to the
" Normal Preferred' power. One of the equally rated Reference is made to Figures 8.3-1 for the single
secondary windings supplies reserve power to the line diagrams showing the method of feeding the
nine (three through cross-ties) non-Class 1E buses loads. The circuits associated with the alternate
and the other winding supplies reserve power to the offsite circuit from the reserve auxiliary transformer
three Class IE buses. The combined load of the to the Class IE busses are separated by walls or
three Class 1E buses is equal to the oil / air the rating floors, or by at least 15.24 meters (50 feet), from the
of the transformer winding serving them. This is main and unit auxiliary transformers. The circuits |

equal to 60% of the forced air / forced oil rating of associated with the normal preferred offsite circuit !

the transformer winding. The transformer is truly a from the unit auxiliary transformers to the Class 1E
reserve transformer because unit startup is busses are separated by walls or floors, or by at least

accomplished from the normal preferred power, 15.24 meters (50 feet), from the reserve auxiliary
which is backfed over the main power circuit to the transformer. Separation of the normal preferred and
unit auxiliary transformers. The reserve auxiliary alternate preferred power feeds is accomplished by
transformer serves no startup function. floors and walls over their routes through the

turbine, control and reactor buildings except within
The unit auxiliary transformers and the reserve the switchgear rooms where they are routed to

auxiliary transformer are designed with sufficient opposite ends of the same switchgear lineups.
capacity and capability to limit the voltage variation
of the onsite power distribution system to plus or The normal preferred feeds from the unit
minus 10 percent of load rated voltage during all auxiliary transformers are routed around the outside
modes of steady state operation and a voltage dip of of the turbine building in an electrical tunnel from,-

( no mm than 20 percent during motor starting. the unit auxiliary transformers to the turbine building
switchgear rooms as shown on Figure 8.2-1. (An-

82-2Amendmem
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O underground duct bank is an acceptable alternate.)

C From there the feeds to the reactor building exit the
turbine building and continue across the roof on the
Divisions I and III side of the control building
(Figure 8.2-1, Sheet 3). They drop down the side of
the control building in the space between the control
and reactor buildings where they enter the reactor
building and continue on through the Divisions I and
til side of the reactor building to the respective Class
1E switchgear rooms in the reactor building.

The alternate preferred feeds from the reserve
auxiliary transformer are routed inside the turbine
building. The turbine building switchgear feed from
the reserve auxiliary transformer is routed directly to
the turbine building switchgear rooms. The feed to
the control building is routed in corridors outside of
the turbine building switchgear rooms. It exits the
turbine building and crosses the control building roof
on the opposite side of the control building from the
route for the normal preferred power feeds. The
steam tunnel is located between the normal
preferred feeds and the alternate preferred feeds
across the stepped roof of the control building. The
alternate preferred power feed turns down between
the control and reactor building and enters the

'O reactor building on the Division 11 side of the reactor
building. From there it continues on to the respec-
tive switchgear rooms in the reactor building.

Instrument and control cables associated with the
norraal preferred power distribution are separated
[i.e., by 15.24 meters (50 feet), or by walls or floors]
from the instrument and control cables associated
with the alternate preferred power distribution; with
exception of the interlock circuitry required to
prevent paralleling of the two offsite sources.
Separation of I&C cable for unit auxiliary
transformers is equivalent to that prosided for the
power feeder cables. The reserve auxiliary
transformer power, mstrument and control cables do
not share raceways with any other cables.

[
V
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The instrumentation and control cables for the unit offsite power distribution system is designed
auxiliary transformers and the main generator circuit consistent with the following criteria, so far as it i

breaker may be routed in the raceways corre- applies to the non-Class IE equipment. Any |

sponding to the load group of their power source. exceptions or clarifications are so noted. |
t

Feeder circuit breakers from the unit auxiliary 8.2.2.1 General Design Criteria ;
'

and reserve auxiliary transformers to the medium
voltage (6.9 kV) switchgear are interlocked to (1) GDC 5 and RG 1.81 - Sharing of Structures,
prevent paralleling the normal and alternate power Systems and Components;

sources. With exception of these interlocks, there
are no electrical interconnections between the The ABWR is a single unit plant design.

'

instrument and control circuits associated with the Therefore, these criteria are not applicable.

normal preferred circuits, and those of the alternate
i

preferred circuits. (2) GDC 17 - Electric Power Systems;-

Class IE rotating equipment, which could Each circuit of the preferred power supply is j

produce potential missile hazards, are not located in designed to provide sufficient capacity and |
the same rooms as feeder circuits from the offsite to capability to power equipment required to ensure ;

; the Class 1E busses, unless protective barriers are that: 1) Fuel design limits and design conditions j
installed to preclude possible interaction between of the reactor coolant pressure boundary will not2 ;

offsite and onsite systems. be exceeded as a result of antMpated operational
7 occurrences, and 2) In the event of plant

A combustion turbine generator (CTG) supplies design-basis accidents, the core will be cooled,
standby power to the non-Class IE turbine building and containment integrity and other vital
buses which supply the permanent non-safety-related functions will be maintained.
loads. It is a 9MW rated self-contained unit which is

3
capable of operation without external auxiliary As shown in Figure 8.3-1, each of the Class 1E

/ systems. Although it is located on site, it is treated as divisional 6.9 kV M/C buses can receive power
an additional offsite source in that it supplies power from multiple sources. There are separate utility

| to multiple load groups, in addition, manually feeds from the station transmission system (via"

controlled breakers provide the capability of the main power transformer and the reserve
connecting the combustion turbine generator to any auxiliary transformer). The unit auxiliary

j of the emergency buses if all other AC power transformer output power feeds and the resene
sources are lost. auxiliary transformer output power feeds are

routed by two completely separate paths through
in this way, the GG provides a second "offsite" the yard, the turbine building, control building i

power source to any Class 1E bus being fed from the and reactor building to their destinations in the
reserve auxiliary transformer while the associated emergency electrical rooms. Although these

,

unit auxiliary transformer is out of senice. preferred power sources are non-Class 1E, such I"

separation assures the physicalindependence ;

The combustion turbine generator (CTG)is requirements of GDC 17 are preserved. !

.

located in the turbine building, and is shown on ,

i Figure 8.2-1, Sheet 2. The GG standby power feed The transformers are prosided with oil collection ;

and instrument and control cables for the turbine pits and drains to a safe disposal area.
building is routed directly to the switchgear rooms in Separation of offsite equipment is discussed in
the turbine building. The power feeders and 8.2.1.3. The plant fire protection system is
instrument and control cables to the reactor building discussed in 9.5.1.

are routed adjacent to the alternate preferred feeds
across the control and reactor buildings. (3) GDC 18- Inspection and Testing of Electrical

,

Power Systems;

8.2.2 Analysis
The main generator circuit breaker opens on a

in accordance with the NRC Standard Review Plan turbine trip to maintain the normal preferred power

(NUREG 0800), Table 8-1 and Section 8.2, the supply to the Class 1E buses. This breaker cannot be

82-3Amendment
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tested during normal operation of the plant.e

( Generator breakers are extremely reliable and can
be tested during plant shutdown. See 8.23.'

All other equipment can either be tested during
I normal plant operation or is continually tested by

virtue of its operation during normal plant operation
and its remaining in the same state to supply normal 4

preferred power to the Class IE buses following a |
turbine trip. j

isolated and non-segregated phase bus ducts
provide access for inspection and maintenance. They
also have provisions for excluding debris and fluids,
and for draining condensates. "The ABWR is
designed to facilitate the testing and/or verification
described above, including the items identified in
1:.2.3(17).

(4) RG's 132,1.47, and BTP ICSB 21;

These distribution load groups are non-Class 1E
and n.>n-safety related. Therefore, this criteria
is not applicable.

(5) RG 1.153--Criteria For Power, Instrumentation
fq and Control Portions of Safety Systems

N
(6) RG 1.155--Station Blackout

(7) BTP ICSB 11 (PSB) - Stability of Offsite Power
Syst ms;

(8) Appendix A to SRP Section 8.2

It is a requirement that the design, testing and

| installation of the main generator circuit breaker
meet the specific guidelines of this appendix,

|

|

OV
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(^ therefore compliance with the appendix is
( assured. ,

|

(9) IEEE Std 765, IEEE Standard for Preferred !

Power Supply for Nuclear Powered Generating j
Stations

i

lt is a requirement that the total design provided (5) The main and reserve offsite power circuits shall I |

by GE and the applicant meet the requirements be connected to switching stations which are
'

of this IEEE standard as modified by the independent and separate. They shall be
following specific additional requirements and connected to different transmission lines. The
explanatory statements in Table 8.2-1. The offsite transmission line to the main power
additional requirements are more restrictive. switching station, the main power switching
than the requirements which they replace or station, the tie lines from the main power
modify from the IEEE standard. Any stated switching station to the main power transformer
requirements in the SSAR which are in connict and the main power transfurmer shall be
with the requiretsents stated in this standard separated by a minimum of 15.24 meters (50
take precedence over the requirements of the feet) from the offsite transmission line to the
standa2 d. reserve power switching station, the reserve

power switching station, the tie lines from the

| 8.2.3 COL License Information reserve power switching station to the resene
auxiliary transformer, and the reserve power

The standard design of the ABWR is based on auxiliary transformer. The output feeders of the
certain assumptions concerning the design bases reserve auxiliary transformer to the medium

| which shall be met by the COL applicant in designing voltage (6.9 kV) switchgear shall be separated
the portion of the offsite power system in his scope, from the output of the main power and unit
as defined in Section 8.2.1.1. Those design bases auxiliary transformers by a minimum of 15.24

v assumptions are listed here which the COL applicant meters (50 feet) outside the turbine building or

| shall meet. as described in Section 8.2.1.3. Instrument and
control circuits of the main and reserve power

(1) In case of failure of the normal preferred power systems shall be separated in the same manner as

supply , the alternate preferred power should the power feeders. The switching stations may
remain available to the reserve auxiliary be in the same switchyard or separate
transformer. switchyards provided the required minimum

separation is maintained.
| (2) Voltage variations of the transmission system

shall be no more than plus or minus 10 percent (6) The switching station to which the main offsite
of their nominal value during normal steady power circuit is connected shall have at least two
state operation. full capacity main buses arranged such that:

(a) Any incoming or outBoing transmission line
can be switched without affecting another

(3) The normal steady state frequency of the line;

transmission system shall be within plus or
minus 2 cycles per second of 60 cycles per (b) Any single circuit breaker can be isolated

,

second during recoverable periods of system for maintenance without interrupting '

instability. service to any circuit;

(4) The site specific configuration of the incoming (c) Faults of a single main bus are isolated
transmission lines shall be analyzed to assure without interrupting service to any circuit.

that the expected availability of the offsite power i

- is as good as the assumptions made in (7)The main power transformer shall be three

(- performing the plant probability risk analysis normally energized single-phase transformers
(see item 5.1.2 of Table 8.2-1, and Chapter 19). with an additionalinstalled spare. Provisions

8.2-4Amendment
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(]// shall be made to permit connecting and
energizing the spare transformer in no more
than 12 hours following a failure of one of the
normally energized transformers.

(8) The main transformer shall be designed to
meet the requirements of ANSI Standard
C 5 7.12.00, General Requirements for
Liquid-Immersed Distribution, Power and
Regulating Transformers.

(9) Transformers shall be provided with separate
oil collection pits and drains to a safe disposal
area, and shall be provided with fire protection
deluge systems as specified in Section 9A.4.6.
Transformers shall also be provided with
lightning protection systems and grounded to
the plant grounding grid.

(10) Circuit breakers and disconnect switches shall,

be sized and designed in accordan:e with the
latest revision of ANSI Standard C3 7.06,
Preferred Ratings and Related Capabilities for
AC High-Voltage Circuit Breakers Rated on a
Symmetrical Current Basis.

1
1

m
i \
LJ
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(11) Although unit-synchronization is normally (a) The normal and alternate offsite power
'

| through the main generator circuit breaker, circuits are energized and connected to the
provisions shall be made to synchronize the appropriate Class 1E distribution system
unit through the switching station's circuit division at least once every 12 hours.
breakers. This makes it possible to
re-synchronize with the system following a load (b) The instrumentation, control, and
rejection within the steam bypass capability of protection systems, equipment, and
the generating unit. components associated with the normal and

alternate offsite preferred circuits are
,

(12) All relay schemes used for protection of the properly calibrated and perform their
offsite power circuits and of the switching required functions.
station's equipment shall be redundant and
include backup protection features. All (c) The required Class IE and non-Class 1E
breakers shall be equipped with dual trip coils. loads can be powered from their designated
Each redundant protection circuit which preferred power supply within the capacity
supplies a trip signal shall be connected to a and capability margins specified in the |

separate trip coil. All equipment and cabling SSAR for the offsite system circuits.
associated with each redundant system shall be
physically separated. (d) The loss of the offsite preferred power j

supply can be deter.ted. '

(13) The de power needed to operate redundant ]
protection and control equipment of the offsite (e) Switching between preferred power ,

power system shall be supplied from two supplies can be accomplished. i

l separate, dedicated switchirg station batteries, )
each with a battery charger fed from a separate (f) The batteries and chargers associated with |

ac bus. Each battery shall be capable of the preferred power system can meet the |

supplying the de power required for normal requirements of their design loads.
operation of the switching station's equipment.
Each charger shall be capable of supplying the (g) The generator breaker can open on ,

r: quired loads while recharging its battery. demand. (Note: The breaker's actual !

opening and closing mechanisms are
(14) Two redundant low voltage ac power supply inherently confirmed during the shutdown

"

systems shall be provided to supply ac power to and synchronizing processes. However, ;
'

the switching station's auxiliary loads. Each testing / verification of the trip circuits shall
system shall be suppiled from separate, be periodically verified during shutdown i

independent ac buses. The capacity of each periods while the breaker is open.)" |
system shall be adequate to meet the ac power

j requirements for normal operation of the (h) Isolated and non-segregated phase bus
switching station's equipment. ducts are inspected and maintained such

that they are clear of debris, fluids, and
(15) Each transformer shall have primary and other undesirable materials."

backup protective devices. DC power to the
primary and backup devices shall be supplied The test and inspection intervals will be

i from separate de sources. established and maintained according to the
guidelines of IEEE 338-1977, Section 6.5, as

(16) The requirements of IEEE Std 765, Preferred appropriate for non-Class IE systems [i.e., Items (4)
Power Supply for Nuclear Generating Stations, and (7) of Section 6.5.1 are not applicable].
as modified by Section 8.2.2.1(9) of this SSAR
shall be met. 8.2.4 Scope Split (Interface Require-'

ments)
J (17) Appropriate plant procedures shallinclude

periodic testing and/or verificatiors tu ensure The interface point between the ABWR design and
the following- the COL applicant design for the main generator

output is at the connection of the isolated phase bus

Amendment B.2-5
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to the main power transformer low voltage terminals. (1) ANSI Std C37.06, Prcferred Ratings and
The rated conditions for this interface is 1500 MVA Related Capabilitics for AC High-Voltage
at a power factor of 0.9 and a voltage of 26325 kV Circuit Breakers Rated on a Symmetrical
plus or minus 10 per cent. It is a requirement that Current Basis.
the COL applicant provide sufficient impedance in,

the main power transformer and the high voltage (2) ANSI Std C57.12.00, General Requirements for
circuit to limit the primary side maximum available Liquid Immersed Distribution, Power and
fault current contribution from the system to no Regulating Transformers. i

more than 275 kA symmetrical and 340 kA
asymmetrical at 5 cycles from inception of the fault.
These values should be acceptable to most COL
applicants. When all equipment and system
parameters are known, a refined calculation based
on the known values with a fault located at the
generator side of the generator breaker shall be
made to determine the optimalimpedance for the
main transformer.

The second power scope split interface occurs at
the high voltage terminals of the reserve auxiliary
transformer. The rated load is 37.5 MVA at a 0.9
power factor. The voltage and frequency will be the
COL applicants standard with the actual values to be
determined at contract award. Tolerances on the
trans=ission lines are plus or minus 10 per cent of

*

nomind for voltage and plus or minus 2 per cent of
nominal for frequency. Frequency may vary plus or
minus 2 cycles per second during periods of
recoverable system instability.

Protective relaying scope split interfaces for the
two power system interfaces are to be defined during
the detail design phase following contract award.

8.2.5 COL License Information

8.2.5.1 Offsite Power Systems Design Bases

Interface requirements for the COL applicant
offsite power systems design bases are provided in
Subsection 8.23.

8.2.5.2 Offsite Power Systems Scope Split

Interface requirements for the COL applicant
pertaining to offsite power systems scope split are !

provided in Subsection 8.23. |

|

8.2.6 References

Amendment 8.2-5.1
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| Table 8.21
'

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
IEEE STD 765-

I

IEEE STD765 Reference Requirement or Explanatory Note
I |

|
4.1 General SSAR Figure 83-1 should be used as the reference i

single line instead of the IEEE Std example, Figures 2,
(a), (b) and (c)., ,

:

4.2 Safety Classification The separation criteria called for in Subsection 8.2.13
1 must be met. j

.

4.5 Availibility The ABWR design utilizes direct connection of the two |
preferred power circuits to the Class IE buses. ;

;

5.1.2 Transmission System Additional analysis is required per Section !

] | Reliability 8.23.4.

i

5.13 Transmission System i
'

Independence

5.13.2 Specific re:luirements for tolerance to equipment !
failures are stated in the SSAR and must be met. |

!

5.133 Since a separation of at least 50 feet is required for the :
,

exposed circuits, a common takeoff structure cannot be ;

used.

53.2 Class IE Power System See 5.133 comments.
,

Interface Independence ;

533 Connections with Class 1E Systems
,

533.2 Automatic dead-bus transfers are used to transfer from !

the preferred power supply to the onsite AC source. i,

Manual dead-bus transfers are used between preferred '

power supplies, and to transfer from the onsite source (
back to the preferred power supply. Automatic live-bus

'
,

transfers are not required and are not used. !

!

5333 Only standby power sources may be paralleled with the
preferred power sources for load testing. The available

'

fault current must be less than the rating of the breakers.
It is not required and not allowed for the normal and i

alternate preferred power supply breakers for a bus to !I

be closed simultaneously so there is no time that the i

available fault current at a bus exceeds the cruipment i

rating.

7.0 Multi-Unit Considerations The ABWR is a single unit design, therefore there is no I'

sharing of preferred power supplies between umts. 1

i

i

Amendment 8.24 |
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8.3 ONSITE POWER SYSTEMS feedwater pumps, three circulating water pumps, i

three turbine building supply and exhaust fans).
8.3.1 AC Power Systems i

Within each load group there is one bus which
The onsite power system interfaces with the supplies power production loads which do not

offsite power system at the input terminals to the provide water to the pressure vessel. Each one of j

supply breakers for the normal and alternate power these buses has acceu to power from one winding of
I feeds to the medium voltage (6.9kV) switchgear. It its assigned unit auxiliary transformer. It also has *

is a three load group system with each load group access to the reserve auxiliary transformer as an
consisting of a non-Class IE and a Class 1E portion. alternate source if its unit auxiliary transformer fails ,

The three load groups of the Class 1E power system or during maintenance outages for the normal feed. |

(i.e., the threce disisions) are independent of each Bus transfer between preferred power sources is :

other. The principal elements of the auxiliary ac manual dead bus transfer and not automatic. I

electric power systems are shown on the ningle line
diagrams (SLD) in Figures 8.3-1 through 8.3-3. Another bus within each load group supplies power <

to pumps which are capable of supplying water to the |

Each Class 1E division has a dedicated diesel pressure vessel during normal power operation (i.e.,
generator, which automatically starts on high drywell the condensate and feedwater pumps). These buses

pressure, low reactor vessel level or loss of voltage normally receive power from the unit auxiliary
on the division's 6.9 kV bus. Each 6.9-kV Class IE transfctmer and supply power to the third bus (plant ,

bus feeds it's associated 480V unit substation investment protection (PIP))in the load group ,

through a 6.9.kV/ 480/277V power center trans- through a cross-tie. The cross-tic automatically |
former. opens on loss of power but may be manually reclosed j

ifit is desired to operate a condensate or feedwater
Standby power is provided to permanent pump from the combustion turbine or the resen'e ,

| non-Class 1E loads in all three load groups by a auxiliary transformer which are connectable to the i
'

combustion turbine generator located in the turbine PIP buses. This cross-tic arrangement allows
building. advantage to be taken of the fact that the feedwater

pumps are motor driven through an adjustable speed
AC power is supplied at 6.9KV for motor loads drive so that they have low starting currents and can :

larger than 300KW and transformed to 480 V for be started and run at low power. The combustion
smaller loads. The 480V system is further turbine and reserve auxiliary transformer have
transformed into lower voltages as required for sufficient capacity to start either or both of the

;

instruments, lighting, and controls. In general, reactor feedwater and condensate pumps in a load
motors larger than 300KW are supplied from the group. This provides three load groups of non-safety
6.9KV buses. Motors 300KW or smaller but larger grade equipment in addition to the dhisional Class |
than 100KW are supplied power form 480V IE load groups which may be used to supply water to
switchgear. Motors 100KW or smaller are supplied the reactor vesselin emergencies.

power from 480V motor control centers.
A third bus supplies power to permanent non-safety

See Subsection 8.3.4.9 for COL license loads such as the turbine building HVAC, the
information turbine building service water and the turbine

building closed cooling water systems. On loss of
83.1.0 Non-Class 1E AC Power System normal preferred power the cross-tie to the power

production bus is automatically tripped open and the
8.3.1.0.1 Non-Class IE Medium Voltage Power permanent non-Class 1E bus is automatically |
Distribution System transferred (two out of the three buses in the load

groups transfer) via a dead bus transfer to the

| The non-Class 1E medium voltage power combustion turbine which automatically starts on
distribution system consists of nine 6.9KV buses loss of power. The permanent senice systems for
divided into three load groups. The three load group each load group automatically restart to support ;

configuration was chosen to match the mechanical their load groups.

systems which are mostly three trains (Three

B3-1Amendment
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The buses are comprised of metal clad power has been restored and maintained for |

switchgear rated for 7.2KV 500MVA with a bus full approximately 60 seconds. ;

load rating of 2000A Maximum calculated fullload ;

short time current is 1700A. Bus ratings of 3000 The second switching mode is from ac to de for the
'

4

I amperes are available for the switchgear as insurance power source. If the voltage of the input ac power is i

against future load growth, if necessary. The less than 88% of the rated voltage, the input is }
'

: required interrupting capacity is 41,000 amperes. switched to the de power supply. The input is
switched back to the ac power after a confirmation i

The 6.9kV buses supply power to adjustable period of approximately 60 seconds. |
speed drives for the feedwater and reactor internal ;

pumps. These adjustable speed drives are designed The third switching mode is between the inverter and !
'

to the requirements of IEEE Std 519, Guide for the voltage regulating transformer. If any of the
Harmonic Control and Reactive Compensation of conditions listed below occur, the power supply is |
Static Power Converters. Voltage distortion limits switched to the voltage regulating transformer.

'

are as stated in Table 4 of the IEEE Std.
(a) Output voltage out of rating by more than plus

j | 83.1.0.2 Non-Class IE low Voltage Power or minus 10 per cent

1 Distribution System j

(b) Output frequency out of rating by more than -

Power for the 480V auxiliaries is supplied from plus or minus 3 per cent
power centers consisting of 6.9KV/480 volt :
transformers and associated metalclad switchgear, (c) High temperature inside of panel |

'.

| Figure 83-1. There are six non-Class 1E, two per
load group, power centers. One power center per (d) Loss of control power supply |
load group is supplied power from the permanent
non-safety bus for the load group. (e) Commutation failure

'

83.1.03 Non-Class IE Vital AC Power Supply (f) Overcurrent of smoothmg condenser r
i

System
(g) loss of control power for gate circuit .

iThe function of the non-Class 1E Vital ac Power
Supply System is to provide reliable 120V unin- (b) locoming MCCB trip

| terruptible ac power for important non-Class IE ,

loads that are required for continuity of power plant (i) Cooling fan trip ,

toperation. The system consists of three 120V ac '

uninterruptible constant voltage, constant frequency Following correction of any of the above events
(CVCF) power supplies, each including a static transfer back is by manual initiation only. !

: inverter, ac and de static transfer switches, a ,

'

regulating stepdown transformer (as an alternate ac 83.1.0.4 Computer Vital AC Power Supply System
!power supply), and a distribution panel (Figure (Non-Class 1E)

83-3). The primary source of power comes from the
non-Class IE ac motor control centers. The Two constant voltage and constant frequency |

secondary source is the non-Class IE 125 VDC power supplies are provided to power the process ;

central distribution panels. computers. Each of the power supplies consists of ;

an ac to de rectifier, and a de to ac inverter, a bypass
There are three automatic switching modes for the transformer and de and ac solid state transfer i

CVCF power supplies, any of which may be initiated switches (Figure 83-3). The normal feed for the ;i

manually. First, the frequency of the output of the power supplies is from non-Class 1E power center I

inverter is normally synchronized with the input ac supplied from the permanet.t non-safety- related j
power. If the frequency of the input power goes out buses which receive power from the combustion
of range, the power supply switches over to internal turbine if offsite power is lost. The backup for the

,

synchronization to restore the frequency of its normal feeds is from the 250VDC battery. Each
j output. Switching back to external spchronization is -wer supply is provided with a backup ac feed

automatic and occurs if the frequency of the ac -h isolation transformers and a

B 3-2Amendment
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static transfer switch. The backup feed is provided The Division I Class IE bus supplies power to.

for alternate use during maintenance periods. three separate groups of non-Class IE fine motion
!Switching of the power supply is similar to that control rod drive (FMCRD) motors. Although these

described for the non-vital ac power supply system, motors are not Class IE, the drives may be inserted

above. (See Subsection 8.3.1.03). as a backup to scram and are of specialimportance
because of this. It is important that the first available

83.1.1 Class IE AC Power Distribution standby power be available for the motors, therefore,
System a diesel supplied bus was chosen as the first source |

of standby ac power and the combustion turbine
83.1.1.1 Medium Voltage Class IE Power supplied pip bus as the second backup source.
Distribution System Division I was chosen because it was the most lightly

loaded diesel generator. See Subsection 8.3.4.13 for
Class IE ac power loads are divided into three COL license information.

divisions (Divisions I, II, and III), each fed from an ;

independent 6.9-kV Class IE bus. During normal The load breakers in the Division I switchgear are |

operation (which includes all modes of plant part of the isolation scheme between the Class 1E t4

operation; i.e., shutdown, refueling, startup, and power and the non-Class 1E load. In addition to the !
run.), two of the three divisions are fed from an normal overcurrent tripping of these load breakers,
offsite normal preferred power supply. The zone selective interlocking is provided between them ,

remaining division shall be fed from the alternate and the upstream Class IE bus feed breakers. i

q power source (See Subsection 83.4.9).
J If fault current flows in the non-Class 1E load, it

Each 6.9 kV bus has a safety grounding circuit is sensed by the Class IE current device for the load
breaker designed to protect personnel during breaker and a trip blocking signal is sent to the
maintenance operations (see Figure 8.3-1). During upstream Class 1E feed breakers. This blocking lasts
periods when the buses are energized, these breakers for about 75 milliseconds. This allows the load
are racked out (i.e.,in the disconnect position). A breaker to trip in its normal instantaneous tripping
control room annunciator sounds whenever any of time of 35 to 50 milliseconds,if the magnitude of the

,"

these breakers are racked in for service. fault current is high enough. This assures that the
fault current has been terminated before the Class

The interlocks for the bus grounding devices are as IE upstream breakers are free to trip. For fault
follows: currents of lesser magnitude, the blocking delay will

time out without either bus feeder or load breakers j'

(1) Undervoltage relays must be actuated. tripping, but the load breaker will eventually trip and !

always before the upstream feeder breaker. This

(2) Bus Feeder breakers must be in the disconnect order of tripping is assured by the coordination ,

position. between the breakers provided by long-time pickup, |
long-time delay and instantaneous pickup trip device

(3) Vohage for bus instrumentation available. characteristics. Tripping of the Class 1E feed
breaker is normal for faults which occur on the Class

Conversely, the bus feeder breakers are 1E bus it feeds. Coordination is provided between
interlocked such that they cannot close unless their the bus main feed breakers and the load breakers.
associated grounding breakers are in their disconnect
positions. The zone selective interlock is a feature of the trip ,

unit for the breaker and is tested when the other i

"

Standby AC power for Class IE buses is supplied features such as current setting and long-time delay
by diesel generators at 6.9 kV and distributed by the are tested.
Class IE power distribution system. Division I, II,

and III buses are automatically transferred to the Power is supplied to each FMCRD load group !

diesel generators when the normal preferred power from either the Division I Class IE bus or the ,

!
supply to these buses is lost. non-Class IE PIP bus through a pair ofinterlocked

breakers located between the power sources and the {
6.9kV/48Chr transformer feeding the FMCRD.MCC.

'

.

B 3-3Amendment
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Switchover to the non-Class IE PIP bus source is Starters for the control of 460v motors 100kW or
automatic on loss of power from the Class IE diesel smaller are MCC-mounted, across-the-line magneti-
bus source. Switching back to the Class IE diesel cally operated, air break type. Power circuits leading i"

| t>us power is by manual action only, from the electrical penetration assemblies into the j
containment area have a fuse in series with the

'

'

I

] The Class IE load breakers in conjunction with circuit breakers as a backup protection for a fault

]
the zone selective interlocking feature provides the current in the penetration in the event of circuit
needed isolation between the Class IE bus and the breaker overcurrent or fault protection failure.

| non-Class IE loads. Therefore, the FMCRD circuits j

are entirely non-Class 1E on the load side of the 83.1.13 120/240V Distribution System {
3

; Class 1E load breaker and are identified accordingly. |
The feeder circuits on the upstream side of the Class Individual transformers and distribution panels are '

IE load breakers are Class IE. located in the vicinity of the loads requiring Class 1E'

120/240V power. This power is used for emergency
In order to prevent any possibility of lighting, and other 120V Class IE loads. )

iinterconnection between Class 1E divisions through
the FMCRD circuits, the FMCRD circuits will not 83.1.1.4 Instrument Power Supply Systems I

be routed with any Class IE or Class 1E a.,sociated |
,

circuits. 83.1.1.4.1 120V AC Class IE Instrument |
Power System ;'

i 83.1.1.2 lew Voltage Class IE Power i

Distribution System Individual transformers supply 120V ac instru-
ment power (Figure 83-2). Each Class IE divisional

83.1.1.2.1 Power Centers transformer is supplied from a 480V MCC in the
I same division. There are three divisions, each |

Power for 480V auxiliaries is supplied from power backed up by its divisional diesel generator as the ;!

centers consisting of 6.9-kV/480V transformers and source when the offsite source is lost. Power is !

associated metal clad switchgear, Figure 83-1. distributed to the individual loads from distribution ;

panels, and to logic level circuits through the control i

Class IE 480V power centers supplying Class 1E room logic panels. |
,

!
| loads are arranged as independent radial systems,

with each 480V bus fed by its own power 83.1.1.4.2 120V AC Class 1E Vital AC Power Supply | !
; transformer. Each 480V Class IE bus in a disision is System j

| physically and electrically independent of the other i

! 480V buses in other divisions. 83.1.1.4.2.1 Constant Voltage, Constant Frequency |
(CVCF) Power Supply for the Safety System Logic j

.

The 480V unit substation breakers supply motor and Control (SSII) |t

; control centers and motor loads up to and including |

300KW. Switchgear for the 480V load centers is of The power supply for the SSLC is shown in Figure j

indoor, metal-enclosed type with drawout circuit 83-3, with each of the fcur buses supplying power |
breakers. Control power is from the Class IE 125 for the independent trip systems of the SSLC system. ;

j

j VDC power system of the same division. Four constant voltage, constant frequency (CVCF)

]
control power buses (Divisions I, II, III, and IV)

83.1.1.2.2 Motor Control Centers have been established. They are each normally
I supplied independently from inverters which, in turn,
i The 480V MCCs feed motors 100kW or smaller, are normally supplied power via a static switch from

control power transformers, process heaters, a rectifier which receives 480V divisional per. A
j motor-operated valves and other small electrically 125V de battery provides an alternate source of
,

operated auxiliaries, including 480-120V and power through the static switch.'

480-240V transformers. Class 1E motor control cen-
ters are isolated in separate load groups The capacity of cach of the four redundant Class

corresponding to divisions established by the 480V IE CVCF power supplies is based on the largest
I unit substations. combined demands of the various continuous loads,

plus the largest combination of non-continuous loads

8}4Amendment
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that would likely be connected to the power supply

''j simultaneously during normal or accident plant
operation, whichever is higher (see 83.434).

For Divisions I, II, and III, the AC supply is from a
480 V MCC for each division. The backup de supply
is via a static switch and a dc/ac inverter from the
125VDC central / distribution board for the

O

l

|

N

J
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division. A second static switch also is capable of (6) a manual transfer switch for maintenance,
transferring from the inverter to a direct feed
through a voltage regulating transformer from a (7) an output power monitor (external to the CVCF
480V motor control center for each of the three power supply) which monitors the 120 VAC
divisions. power from the CVCF power supply to its

output power distributio's cabinet. If the voltage
Since there is no 480V ac Division IV power, or frequency of the ac power gets out ofits

| Division IV is fed from a Division Il motor control design range, the power monitor trips and
center. Otherwise, the ac supply for the Division IV interrupts the power supply to the distribution
CVCF power supply is similar to the other three cabinet. The purpose of the power monitor is to
divisions. The de supply for Division IV is backed up protect the scram solenoids from voltage levels
by a separate Division IV battery, and frequencies which could result in their

damage.

l The CVCF power supply buses are designed to
provide logic and control power to the four didsion 83.1.1.4.23 Operating Configuration
SSLC system that operates the RPS. [The SSLC for
the ECCS derives its power from the 125 VDC The four 120 VAC Class IE power supplies oper-
power system (Figure 8.3-4)]. The ac buses also ate independently, providing four divisions of CVCF

,

supply power to the neutron monitoring system and power supplies for the SSLC which facilitate the ;

parts of the process radiation monitoring system and two-out-of-fourlogic). The normallineup for each
MSIV function in the leak detection system. Power division is through an Class 1E 480 VAC power
distribution is arranged to prevent inadvertent supply, the ac/dc rectifier, the inverter and the static '

operation of the reactor scram initiation or MSIV transfer switch. The bus for the RPS A solenoids is ,

isolation upon loss of any single power supply. supplied by the Division II CVCF power supply. The i

RPS B solenoids bus is supplied from the Division ,

Routine maintenance can be conducted on III CVCF power supply. The #3 soleniods for the
equipment associated with the CVCF power supply. MSIVs are powered from the Division I CVCF; and '

'

Inverters and solid state switches can be inspected, the #2 soleniods, from the Division II CVCF power
serviced and tested channel by channel without supply.

ttripping the RPS logic.
83.1.1.5 Class IE Electric Equipment ,

83.1.1.4.2.2 Components Consider 3tions

Each of the four Class 1E CVCF power supplies The following guidelines are utilized for Class 1E
includes the following components: equipment. |

(1) a power distribution cabinet, including the 83.1.1.5.1 Physical Separation and
CVCF 120 VAC bus and circuit breakers for the Independence

,

SSLCloads; ;

All cables outside panels and cabinets are '

1

(2) a solid-state inverter, to convert 125 VDC power supported in raceways (i.e., tray or conduit). All'

to 120 VAC uninterruptible power supply; electrical equipment is separated in accordance with i

IEEE Std 384, Regulatory Guide 1.75 and General n

(3) a solid-state transfer switch to sense inverter Design Criterion 17, with the following clarifying
failure and automatically switch to alternate 120 interpretations ofIEEE Std 384:

'

VAC power;
(1) Enclosed solid metal raceways are required for

(4) a 480V/120V bypass transformer for the al- separation between Class IE or associated I
ternate power supply; cables of different safety divisions or between

Class 1E or associated cables and non-Class 1E
(5) a solid-state transfer switch to sense ac input cables if the vertical separation distance is less

power failure and automatically switch to than 1.5 meters (five feet), the horizontal
alternate 125 VDC power. separation distance is less than 0.9 meters (three

feet) and the cables are in the same fire area;

Amendment B.3-5
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(2) Both groupings of cables requiring separation
g

per item one must be enclosed in solid metalA

raceways and must be separated by at least 2.54

cm (1 inch.).

I

|
|
;

1

I

I

O

i

|

|

l') I

k. |
|

|
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To meet the provisions of Policy Issue SECY-89- and routed in their corresponding divisional |
013, which relates to fire tolerance, three hour rated raceways. Separation requirements are the same as

- fire barriers are provided between areas of different for Class IE circuits. Associated cables are required
safety divisions throughout the plant except in the to meet all of the requirements for Class IE cables.
primary containment and the control room complex. ;

See Section 9.5.1.0 for a detailed description of how The careful placing of equipment is important to '

the provisions of the Policy Issue are met. the necessary segregation of circuits by division. !
Deliberate routing in separate fire areas on different !

The overall design objective is to locate the floor levels, and in embedded ducts is employed to
divisional equipment and its associated control, achieve physicalindep:ndence.
instrumentation, electrical supporting systems and
interconnecting cabling such that separation is 83.1.1.5.2 Class IE Electric Equipment Design
maintained among all divisions. Redundant divisions Bases and Criteria
of electric equipment and cabling are located in
separate rooms or fire areas wherever possible. (1) Motors are sized in accordance with NEMA

standards. The manufacturers' ratings are at
Electric equipment and wiring for the Class IE least large enough to produce the starting,

systems which are segregated into separate divisions pull.in and driving torque needed for the
are separated so that no design basis event is capable particular application, with due corsideration
of disabling more than one dhision of any ESF total for capabilities of the power sources. Plant
function, design specifications for electrical equipment

require such equipment be capable of contin-

| The Class 1E disisional ac switchgen, power uous operation for voltage fluctuations of + /-
centers, battery rooms and de distribution panels and 10% in addition, Class 1E motors must be able
MCCs are located to provide separation and elec- to withstand voltage drops to 70% rated during
tricalisolation among the divisions. Separation is starting transients. See Subsection 8.3.4.12 for
provided among divisional cables being routed COL license information.

(Vn) between the equipment rooms, the Main Control
Room, cor tainment and other processing areas. (2) Power sources, distribution systems and branch
Equipment in these areas is divided into Divisions I, circuits are designed to maintain voltage and
11, III and IV and separated by barriers formed by frequency within acceptable limits.
walls, floors, and ceilings. The equipment is located
to facilitate divisional separation of cable trays and to (3) The selection of motor insulation such as Class
provide access to electrical penetration assemblies. F H or B is a design consideration based on
Exceptions to this separation objective are identified senice requirements and environment. The
and analyzed as to equivalency and acceptability in Class 1E motors are qualified by tests in
the fire hazard analysis. (See Appendix 9A.5) accordance with IEEE Std 334

The penetration assemblies are located around the (4) Interrupting capacity of switchgear, power
periphery of the containment and at different centers, motor control centers, and distribution
elevations to facilitate reasonably direct routing to panels is equal to or greater than the maximum
and from the equipment. No penetration carries available fault current to which it is exposed
cables of more than one division. under all modes of operation.

Separation within the main control room is Interrupting capacity requirements of the
designed in accordance with IEEE 384, and is medium voltage Class 1E switchgear is selected
discussed in Subsection 83.1.4.1. to accommodate ihe available short-circuit

current at the switchgear terminals. Circuit
Wiring for all Class 1E equipment indicating lights breaker and applications are in accordance with

is an integral part of the Class 1E cables used for ANSI Standards. See Subsection 8.3.4.1 for
control of the same equipment and are considered to COL license information. ,

|
be Class 1E circuits.

Unit substation transformers are sized andA
() Associated cables are treated as Class IE circuits impedances chosen to facilitate the selection of

Amendment 836
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low-voltage switchgear, MCCs and distribution (2) 6.9kV feeders for power centers have instan.^
,

A panels, which are optimized within the manufac- taneous, inverse time overcurrent and ground
turer's recommended ratings for interrup'ing fault protection.
capacity and coordination of overcurrent devices.
Impedance of connecting upstream cable is factored (3) 6.9kV feeders for heat exchanger building
in for a specific physicallayout. substations have inverse time overcurrent and

ground fault protection.
83.1.1.53 Testing

(4) 6.9kV feeders used for motor starters have
The design provides for periodically testing the instantaneous, inverse time overcurrent, ground

chain of system elements from sensing devices fault and motor protection.
through driven equipment to assure that Class 1E
equipment is functioning in accordance with design (5) 480V bus incoming line and feeder circuits have
requirements. Such on-line testing is greatly inverse time overcurrent and ground fault
enhanced by the design, which utilizes three protection.

| independent dhisions. The requirements of IEEE
Std 379 Regulatory Guide 1.118 and IEEE 338 are 83.1.1.6.4 Protectbn Requirements
met.

Protective devices of the diesel generators meet all

83.1.1.6 Circuit Crotection requirements of IEEE 603. When the diesel-gener-
ators are called upon to operate during LOCA

83.1.1.6.1 Philosophy of Protection conditions, the only protective devices which shut
down, the diesel are the generator differential relays,

Simplicity of load grouping facilitates the use of and the engine overspeed trip. These protection
conventional, prott.ctive relaying practices for devices are retained under accident conditions to
isolation of faults. Emphasis has been > ! aced on protect against possible, significant damage. Other
preserving function and limiting loss of Class 1E protective relays, such as loss of excitation,f( equipment function in situations of power loss or antimotoring (reverse power), overcurrent voltage
equipment failure. restraint, low jacket water pressure, high jacket water

temperature, and low lube oil pressure, are used to
Circuit prote u t of the Class 1E buses contained protect the machine when operating in parallel with

within the nuclem mand is interfaced with the design the normal power system, during periodic tests. The
of the overall protection system outside the nuclear relays are automatically isolated from the tripping 3

island. circuits during LOCA conditions. However, all of
these bypassed parameters are annunciated ir the

83.1.1.6.2 Grounding Methods main control room (see Subsection 83.1.1.8.5). The
bypasses are testable meet allIEEE 603 require-

% tion grounding and surge protection is discussed ments, and are manually reset as required by
in Appendix 8A.I. The medium voltage (6900V) Position 7 of Reg. Guide L9 No trips are bypassed
system is low resistance grounded except that each during LOPP or testing. See Subsection 83.4.15 for

i

| diesel generator is high resistance grounded to COL license information.
I maximize availability.

Synchronmng interlocks are provided to prevent
See Subsection 8.3.4.14 for COL license incorrect synchronization whenever the dicsci

information pertaining to administrative control for generator is required to operate in parallel with the
bus grounding circuit breakers. preferred power supply (see Section 5.1.4.2 of IEEE

741). Such interlocks shall be periodically tested (see
83.1.1.63 Bus Protection Subsection 83.4.23). |

Bus protection is as follows: 13.1.1.7 Load Shedding and Sequencing on
Class 1E Buses j

(1) 6.9kV bus incoming circuits have inverse time
overcurrent, ground fault, bus differential and This subsection addresses Class IE Dhisions I,11,

s/ undervoltage protection. and III. Load shedding, bus transfer and sequencing

I
B 3-7Amendment i
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.

{ on a 6.9kV Class 1E bus is initiated on loss of bus j
voltage. Only LOPP signals are used to trip the !x

loads. However, the presence of a LOCA during |
LOPP reduces the time delay for initiation of bus
transfer from 3 seconds to 0.4 seconds. The load
sequencing for the diesels is given on Table 83-4.

Load shedding and buses ready to load signals are i
generated by the control system for the electrical
power distribution system. Indiddual timers for each

!

major load are reset and started by their electrical
power distribution systems signals.

(1) less of Preferred Power (LOPP) : The 6.9kV
Class IE buses are normally energized from the

l.

l

I

i.

I
!

O
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|

(1) normal or alternate preferred power supplies. occurs when the diesel generator is paralled with
Should the bus voltage decay to below 70% of either the normal preferred power or the

| its nominal rated value, a bus transfer is initiated alternate preferred power source,the D/G will
and the signal will trip the supply breaker, and automaticaDy be disconnected from the 6.9 KV

) start the diesel generator. When the bus voltage emergency bus regradless of whether the test is

decays to 30%,large pump motor breakers are being conducted from the local control panel or
tripped. The transfer proceeds to the diesel the main control room.

igenerator. If the standby diesel generator is
ready to accept load (i.e., voltage and frequency (6) LOPP during diesel generator paralleling test:

>

are within normal limits and no lockout exists, if the normal preferred power supply is lost
and the normal and altereate preferred supply during the diesel-generator paralleling test, the

1

I breakers are open), then the diesel-generator diesel-generator circuit breaker is automatically
.

i

breaker is signalled to close, accomplishing tripped. Transfer to the diesel generator then
automatic transfer of the Class IE bus to the proceeds as described in (1).

diesel generator. Large motor loads will be
sequence started as required and shown on If the alternate preferred source is used for load j
Table 83-4. testing the diesel generator, and the alternate

preferred source is lost the diesel-generator

(2) Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA): When a treaker is automatically tripped, lead shedding
LOCA occurs, with or without a LOPP, the load a sd bus transfer will proceed as described in (1).

'

sequence timers are started if the 6.9 KV
emergency bus voltage is greater than 70% and (7) Rest pration of offsite power: Upon restoration
loads are applied to the bus at the end of preset of offsite power, the Class IE bus (es) can be .

times. transferred back to the offsite source by manual
operation only.

Each load has an indhidualload sequence timer
which will start if a LOCA occurs and the 6.9 (8) Protection against degraded voltage: For
KV emergency bus voltage is greater than 70%, protection of the Dhision I,II and III clectrical
regardless of whether the bus voltage source is equipment against the effects of a sustained

,

normal or alternate preferred power or the degraded voltage, the 6.9 kV ESF bus voltages
;
j diesel generator. The load sequence timers are are monitored. When the bus voltage degrades
4 part of the low level drcuit logic for each LOCA to 90% or below ofits rated value and after a

; load and do not provide a means of common time delay (to prevent triggering by transients),

| mode failure that would render both onsite and undervoltage will be annunciated in the control
offsite power unavailable. If a timer failed, the room. Simultaneously, a protective relay timer
IDCA load could be applied manually provided is started to allow the operator to take
the bus voltage is greater than 70%. corrective action. The timer settings are based,i

on the system load analysis such that the
(3) LOPP following LOCA: If the bus voltage respective feeder breaker trips before any of the

(normal or alternate preferred power) is lost Class IE loads experience degraded conditions
during post-accident operation, transfer to diesel exceeding those for which the equipment is
generator power occurs as described in (1) qualified (see 83.431). This assures such loads

i above. will restart when the diesel generator assumes
the degraded bus and sequences its loads. If the

(4) LOCA followleg LOPP: If a LOCA occurs fol- bus voltage recovers within the time delay
lowing loss of the normal or alternate preferred period, the protective timer will reset. Should a l

power supplies, the LOCA signal starts ESF LOCA occur during the time delay, the feeder j

equipment as required. Running loads are not breaker with the undervoltage will be tripped |

tripped. Automatic (LOCA + LOPP) time instantly. Subsequent bus transfer will be as
delayed load sequencing assures that the described above. These bus voltage monitoring

diesel-generator will not be overloaded. schemes are designed in accordance with
Section 5.1.2 of IEEE 74L

; (5) LOCA when diesel generator is parallel with
preferred power sourre during test: If a LOCA

858
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Equipment is qualified for continuous operationn
# with voltage 10% of nominal and for degraded

voltages below 90% for the time period established
in the load analysis for the degraded voltage
protective time delay relay (see 83.431).

83.1.1.8 Standby AC Power System

The diesel generators comprising the Divisions I, II
and III standby ac power supplies are designed to
quickly restore power to their respective Class IE
distribution system divisions as required to achieve
safe shutdown of the plant and/or to mitigate the

| consequences of a LOCA in the event of a LOPP.
Figure 83-1 shows the interconnections between

i

O"%
/

s'
k
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! the preferred power supplies and the Divisions I,II to the bus at 20 seconds. This gives them an I

and III diesel-generator standby power supplies. allowable travel time of 16 seconds, which is i

attainable for the valves. !
'

See Subsection 9.5.13.8 for COL license
information. See Subsection 8.3.4.2 for COL license

information.
83.1.1.8.1 Redundant Standby AC Power .

Supplies (5) Each diesel generator has a continuous load !
rating of 6.25 MVA @ 0.8 power factor (see

|
Each standby power system division, including the Figure 83-1). The overload rating is 110% of .

diesel generator, its auxiliary systems and the the ra:ed output for a two-hour period out of a !

distribution of power to various Class IE loads 24-hour period. j

through the 6.9kV and 480V systems,is segregated
and separated from the other divisions. No (6) Each diesel generator has stored energy (fuel)
automatic interconnection is provided between the at the site in its own storage tank with the :
Class IE divisions. Each diesel generator set is capacity to operate the standby diesel generator
operated independently of the other sets and is power supply, while suppying post-accident
connected to the utility powcr system by manual power requirements to a unit for seven days ;

control, only during testing or for bus transfer. (sec 9.5.4.1.1).

83.1.1.8.2 Ratings and Capability (7) Each diesel generator has stored energy (fuel)
at the site in its own day tank with the capacity

The size of each of the diesel-generators serving to operate the standby diesel generator power )
Divisions I, II and III satisfies the requirements of supply while supplying post accident power
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.9 and IEEE Std 387 and requirements for 8 hours. The fuel transfer I

q

conforms to the following criteria: system automatically maintains the capacity of
I'the day tank (sec 9.5.4.2).

(1) Each diesel generator is capable of starting,
accelerating and supplying its loads in the (8) Each diesel generator is capable of operating in 5

,

sequence shown in Table 83-4. Its service environment during and after any ;4

design basis event, without support from the I

(2) Each diesel generator is capable of starting, preferred power supply. It can start up and j

accelerating and supplying its leads in their run, with no cooling available, for the time
proper sequence without exceeding a 25% required to bring the cooling equipment into
voltage drop or a 5% frequency drop measured service as it sequences onto the bus (see 203
at the bus. RAI-16, Ouestion/ Answer 430.282). I

(3) Each diesel generator is capable of starting, (9) Each diesel generator is capable of restarting
,

accelerating and running its largest motor at any with an initial engine temperature equal to the
time after the automatic loading sequence is continuous rating fullload engine temperature.

j completed, assuming that the motor had failed
to start initially. (10) Each diesel generator is capable of accepting>

design load following operation at light or no
(4) The criteria is for each diesel generator to be load for a period of 4 hours. This capability1

capable of reachmg full speed and voltage within shall be demonstrated by the stpplier prior to
,
; 20 seconds after receiving a signal to start, and shipment, but is exempt from periodic testing
j capable of being fully loaded within the next 65 to avoid undue stress to the diesel engine.

seconds as shown in Table 83-4. The limiting5

] condition is for the RHR and HPCF injection (11) Each diesel generator is capable of carrying its
'

valves to be open 36 seconds after the receipt of continuous load rating of 22 hours followed by
a high drywell or low reactor vessel leve' signal. 2 hours of operation at its short time rating.

,

Since the motor operated valves are not tripped

| off the buses, they start to open,if requested to (12) The maximum loads expected to occur for each
do so by their controls, when power is restored division (according to nameplate ratings) do

Amendment 83-9
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! not exceed 90 percent of the continuous power generator breaker is closed when required generator |
output rating of the diesel generator. voltage and frquency are established. |

" :

i

i (13) Each diesel generator's air receiver tanks have Disel generators I.11 and III are designed to start |
sufficient capacity for five starts without and attain rated voltage and frequency within 20 )
recharging (see 9.5.6.2). seconds. The generator, and voltage regulator are 1

| designed to permit the set to accept the load and to
i (14) During diesel generator load sequencing, the accelerate the motors in the sequence within the ,

frequency will be restored to within 2% of time requirements. The voltage drop caused by |'

nominal, and voltage will be restored to within starting the large motors does not exceed the !
4
t 10% of nominal within 60% of each load requirements set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.9, and

sequence time interval (see C.4 of Regulatory proper acceleration of these motors is ensured. !4

Guide l.9). Control and timing circuits are provided, as {
appropriate, to ensure that each load is applied auto- !

(15) During recovery from transients caused by matically at the correct time. Each diesel generator !

step load increases or resulting from the set is provided with two independent starting air !
disconnection of the largest single load, the systems.

,

speed of the diesel generator unit will not ,
,

exceed the nominal speed plus 75% of the 83.1.1.8.4 Automatic Shedding, Leading and j
difference between nominal speed and the Isolation 3
overspeed trip serpoint or 115% of nominal,
whichever is lower (see C.4 of Regulatory The diesel generator is connected to its Class 1E

Guide 1.9). bus only when the incoming preferred source a

breakers have been tripped (Subsection 83.1.1.7). |
(16) The transient following the complete loss of Under this condition, major loads are tripped from !.

'
load will not cause the speed of the diesel the Class IE bus, except for the Class IE 480V unit
generator unit to attain the overspeed trip substation feeders, before closing the diesel

1 setpoint (see C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.9). generator breaker.
!

(17) Bus voltage and frequency will recover to 6.9
kVb10% at 60h2% Hz within 10 seconds ,

'

following trip and restart of the largest load.

: (18) Each of the above design criteria has the
i capability of being periodically verified (see ;

: 83.436). However, note exception for Item ;

(10).

83.1.1.83 Starting Circuits and Systems
a

; Diesel generators I,11 and III start automatically
on loss of bus voltage. Under-voltage relays are used
to start each diesel engine in the event of a drop in

I bus vohage below preset values for a predetermined
period of time. Iow-water-level switches and drywell

| high-pressure switches in each division are used to
initiate diesel start under accident conditions.
Manual start capability is also provided. The Class
IE batteries provide power for the diesel control and,

protection circuits. The transfer of the Class 1E
buses to standby power supply is automatic should
this become necessary on loss of preferred power.;

j After the breakers connec:ing the buses to the
preferred power supplies are open the diesel.

Amendment B 3-91
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The large motor loads are later reapplied in test mode,is totallyindependent of the preferred
sequentially and automatically to the bus after power supply. Additionalinterlocks to the LOCA

]
closing of the diesel-generator breaker. and LOPP sensing circuits terminate parallel 1

'

operation test and cause the diesel generator to
83.1.1.8.5 Protection Systems automatically revert and reset to its standby mode if

either signal appears during a test. A lockout or
The diesel generator is shut down and the maintenance mode removes the diesel generator ;

generator breaker tripped under the following from service. The inoperable status is indicated in
'

conditions during all modes of operation and testing the control room.
4

operation: ;

83.1.1.8.9 Reliability Qualification Testing ,

(1) engine overspeed trip; and .

The qualification tests are performed on the diesel |
(2) generator differential relay trip. generator per IEEE Std. 387 as modified by i

Regulatory Guide 1.9 requirements. i

These and other protective functions (alarms and ,

; trips) of the engine or the generator breaker and See Subsection 83.4.10 for COL license informa-
other off-normal conditions are annunciated in the tion. ;

main control room and/or locally as shown in Table ;

83-5. Local alarm / annunciation points have 83.1.2 Analysis ;

auxiliary isolated switch outputs which provide inputs |

to alarm / annunciator refresh units in the main 83.1.2.1 General AC Power Systems !

control room which identifies the diesel generator !
and general anomaly concerned. Those anomalies The general ac power systems are illustrated in !

; which cause the respective D/G to become Figure 83-1. The analysis demonstrates compliance !

inoperitive are so indicated in accordance with of the Class IE ac power system to NRC General !

Regulatory Guide 1.47 and BTP PSB-2. Design Criteria (GDC), NRC Regulatory Guides j
4 and other criteria consistent with the Standard !

!83.1.1.8.6 Local and Remote Control and Review Plan (SRP).
'

Indication
Table 8.1-1 identifies the onsite power system and

Each diesel generator is capable of being started or the associated codes and standards applied in
stopped manually from the main control room. accordance with Table 8-1 of the SRP. Criteria are i

Start /stop control and bus transfer control may be listed in order of the listing on the table, and the i
transferred to a local control station in the diesel degree of conformance is discussed for each. Any |

generator area by operating key switches at that exceptions or clarifications are so noted. I

1 station.

| (1) GeneralDesign Criteria (GDC): |
Control room indications are provided for

system output, i.e., volts, amps, watts, vars, (a) Criteria: GDCs 2,4,17,18 and 50.
frequency, synchronization, field volts, field amps,
engine speed, and watt-hours. Diesel generator (b) Conformance: The ac power system is in
status (i.e., *RUN", "STOP") indication is provided compliance with these GDCs. The GDCs
for the Remote Shutdown System. are generically addressed in Subsection

3.1.2.

83.1.1.8.7 Engine Mechanical Systems and
Accessories (2) Regulatory Guides (RGs):

Descriptions of these systems ano accessories are (a) RG 1.6 - Independence Between Re-
given in Section 9.5. dundant Standby (Onsite)

Power Sources and Between
83.1.1.8.8 Interlocks and Testability Their Distribution Systems

Each diesel generator, when operating other than

8.3-10Amendment
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1) Set points are determined on the basis of
(b) RG 1.9 - Selection, Design, and Qua- an NRC-approved methodology :

lification of Diesel-Generator (NEDC-31336 " General Electric
Units Used as Standby (Onsite) Instrument Setpoint Methodology-),
Eleetric Power Systems at which incorporates allowance for set point

Nuclear Power Plants drift based on historical data accumulated
from approximately 9 reactor-years of

(c) RG 1.32- Criteria for Safety-Related experience.
Electric Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Plants 2) Loads, such as motors, are designed with

'

sufficient current carrying capability or
Fuses cannot be periodically tested and are overload margins so that set points of
exempt from such requirements per Section protective devices are set sufficiently
4.1.7 of IEEE 741. above the operating current point of the

loads to allow for setpoint drift.

Section 5.2 of IEEE 308 requires that Class ,

IE equipment which has no direct safety This analysis has shown that postulated '

function (such as overload devices, failure of Class IE components which have i

protective relaying, etc.), be analyzed to no direct safety function is acceptable to the
assure consequences of any operation or Class IE power system.

failure is acceptable to the Class 1E power
+

system. Such devices may potentially fail in
such a way that a pump or motor within a
safety group is prematurely tripped and
cannot perform its function. However, such
devices cannot cause inadvertent actuation
of the safety function. (For example, a5

motor cannot inadvertently start as a result
of a failed overload protection device.) i

eTherefore, this analysis need only be
concerned with one of two possible failure
modes.

The ABWR has three independent
divisiont,;;f ::: ? .. . . Q * - d |

p -- i ;" 'fx.". 5.3h The failure of
/ one complete division is acceptable because

the remaining divisions will automatically
assure adequate reactivity control, core
cooling, containment of radioactivity
release, and integrity of the reactor coolaut

3
' system and containment. A detailed failure

analysis is presented in Chapter 15. The j
,

assumption of a complete divisional failure j
i

is conservative in that it envelopes the j

severity of any individual component
2

failures within the division.

The probability of common-mode failures i

'

attributed to set point drift is not credible
for two reasons:

i

8.3-10.1
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(d) RG 1.47- Bypassed and Inoperable Sta- faults in the non-safety-related loads. A second ,

tus Indication for Nuclear isolation device is provided by the power center ;
'

; Power Plant Safety Systems transformer, which is associated and meets IE
requirements. [

(e) RG 1.63- Electric Penetration Assem- j

j blies in Containment Struc- There are three 6.9 KV electrical divisions which !

tures for Light-Water-Cooled are independent load groups backed by indisidual !'

Nuclear Power Plants diesel-generator sets. The low voltage ac systems
'

consists of four divisions which are backed by [
(f) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of independent de battery, charger and inverter i

Electric Systems systems.

(g) RG 1.106 - Thermal Overload Protection
for Electric Motors on Mo-
tor-Operated Valves :

I
ISafety functions which are required to go to

completion for safety have their thermal 1
'

overload protection devices in force during There is no sharing of standby power system
normal plant operation but the overloads components between divisions, and there is no | ,

; are bypassed under accident conditions per sharing of diesel-generator power sources between |

Regulatory Postion 1.(b) of the guide. units, since the ABWR is a single unit-plant design. | i

|

(h) RG 1.108. Periodic Testing of Diesel Each standby power supply for each of the three ;

Gmrator Units Used as On- divisions is composed of a single generator driven by | |

site Electric Power Systems at a diesel engine having faststart characteristics and j
Nuclear Power Plants sized in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.9. ,

!i

; (i) RG 1.118- Periodic Testing of Electric Table 83-1 and 83-2 show the rating of each of the
'

power and Protection Systems Divisions I,11 and III diesel generatt rs, respectively,
l and the maximum coincidentalload for each.

(j) RG 1.153 - Criteria for Power, instrumen-
tation, and Control Portions of (3) Branch Technical Positions (B7 Ps):4

Safety Systems

(a) BTP ICSB 8 (PSB) - Use of Diesel-
Fuses cannot be periodically tested and are Generator Sets for Peaking

exempt from such requirements per Section
4.1.7 of IEEE 741. (b) BTP ICSB 2 (PSB) - application of the,

-

i Single Failure Criterion to Manually-

(k) RG 1.155 - Station Blackout Controlled Electrically-Operated Vahrs.

Regarding Position C-1 of Regulatory Guide 1.75 (c) BTP ICSI121 - Guidance for Application
e

| (see Section 83.1.1.1), the non-Class 1E FMCRD of Reguh tory Guide 1.47
motors and brakes are supplied power from the
Division 1 Class IE bus through a dedicated power (d) BTP PSU 1 - Adequacy of Station Electric
center transformer. The Class IE load breaker for Distribe don System Voltages

the bus is tripped by fault current for faults in the
non-Class IE load. There is also a zone selective (c) BTP P.SB 2 - Criteria for Alarms and in-

,

interlock provided from the load breaker to the Class dications Associated with Diesel-Gene-
1E bus supply breaker so that the supply breaker is rator Unit Bypassed and Inoperable
blocked from tripping while fault current is flowing Status

| in the non-Class 1E load feeder. This meets the
intent of the Regulatory Guide position in that the The onsite ac power system is designed
main supply breaker is prevented from tripping on consistent with these positions.

3
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(4) Other SRP Criteria:

(a) NUREG/CR 0660 - Enhancement of
Onsite Diesel Generator Reliability

As indicated in Subsection 8.1.31.2.4, the
operating procedures and training of personnel
are outside of the Nuclear Island scope of
supply. NUREG/CR 0660 is therefore im-
posed as an interface requirement for the

| applicant.(See Subsection 8.1.4.1)

(b) NRC Policy Issue On Alternate Power for
Non-safety Loads

This policyissue states that " .an alternate
power source be provided to a sufficient
string of non-safety loads so that forced
circulation could be maintained, and the
operator would have available to him the
complement of non-safety equipment that
would most facilitate his ability to bring the
plant to a stable shutdown condition,
following a loss of the normal power supply
and plant trip." (Ouote from EPRI
Evolutionary SER, Section 4.2.1, Page

s
11.4-4, May 1992.)

83.1.2.2 Deleted-

The ABWR reserve auxiliary transformer
has the same rating as the three unit 83.1.23 Quality Assurance Requirements

auxiliary transformers, and therefore can
assume the full load of any one unit A planned quality assurance program is provided
auxiliary transformer (see last paragraph of in Chapter 17. This program includes a comprehen-

Section 8.2.1.2). The interconnection sive system to ensure that the purchased material,
capability for the ABWR is such that any manufacture, fabrication, testing and quality control

plant loads can be manually connected to of the equipment in the emergency electric power
receive power from any of the six sources system conforms to the evaluation of the emergency

(i.e., the two switchyards, the combustion electric power system equipment vendor quality
turbine, and the three diesel generators). assurance programs and preparation of pro-
The ABWR therefore exceeds the curement specifications incorporating quality
requirements of the policyissue. assurance requirements. The administrative

responsibility and control provided are also des-
cr: bed in Chapter 17.

These quality assurance requirements include an
appropriate vendor quality assurance program and
organization, purchaser surveillance as required,
vendor preparation and maintenance of appropriate
test and inspection records, certificates and other
quality assurance documentation, and vendor
submittal of quality control records considered
necessary for purchaser retention to verify quality ofr
completed work.

8}l2
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A necessary condition for receipt, installation and non-Class 1E circuits being in an enclosed
.

placing of equipment in ser ice has been the signing raceway without the required physicalI
j and auditing of OA/QC verification data and the separation or barriers between the enclosed

I

: placing of this data in permanent onsite storage files. raceway and the Class IE or associated cables
makes the circuits (related to the non-Class IE :

83.1.2.4 Environmental Considerations cable in the enclosed raceway) associated j
ctremts.

In addition to the effects of operation in normal |

service environment, all Class 1E equipment is 83.13.1.1 Equipment Identification |
'

designed to operate during and after any design basis _

event, in the accident environment expected in the Equipment (panels, racks, junction or pull boxes)
area in which it is located. All Class 1E electric of each division of the Class 1E electric system and .

equipment is qualified to IEEE 323 as discussed in various CVCF power supply divisions are identified
Section 3.11. See Subsection 83.43 for COL license as follows:

information.
(1) The bactrground of the name-plate for the

'

83.13 PhysicalIdentif! cation of Safety- equipment of a division has the same color as
Related Equipment the cable jacket markers and the raceway ;

markers associated with that disision. iI

8.3.1.3.1 Power, Instrumentation and Control '

'

] Sptems (2) Power system distribution equipment (e.g.,
motor control centers, switchgear, trans-

Electrical and control equipment, assemblics, formers, distribution panels, batteries, chargers)
devices, and cables grouped into separate divisions is tagged with an equipment number the same ;

shall be identified so that their electrical divisional as indicated on the single-line diagrams.
assignment is apparent and so that an observer can
visually differentiate between Class 1E equipment (3) The nameplates are laminated black and white j

'

and wiring of different divisions, and between Class plastic, arranged to show black engrasing on a j
sIE and non-Class 1E equipment and wires. The white background for non-Class IE equipment.

identification method shall be placed on color For Class IE equipment, the name-plates have
j coding. All markers within a division shall have the color coded background with black engradng. [

| same color. For associated cables treated as ClassJ

IE (see Note 1) , there shall be an *A* appended to 8.3.1.3.1.2 Cable Identification
the divisional designation (e.g., *Al'). The latter "A"
stands for associated. *N" shall be used for All cables for Class 1E systems and associated '

nondidsional cables. Associated cables are uniquely circuits (except those routed in conduits) are tagged
identified by a longitudinal stripe or other color every 5 ft prior to (or during) installation. All cables
coded method and the data on the label. The color are tagged at their terminations with a unique
of the cable marker for associated cables shall be the identifying number (cable number),in addition to
same as the related Class 1E cable. Divisional the marking characteristics shown below.

| separation requirements of individual pieces of
hardware are shown in the system elementary Cables shall be marked in a manner of sufficient
diagrams. Identification of raceways, cables, etc., durability to be legible throughout the life of the
shall be compatible with the identification of the plant, and to facilitate initial verification that the
Class 1E equipment with which it interfaces. Loca- installation is in conformance with the separation

,

tion ofidentification shall be such that points of criteria.
change of circuit classification (at isolation devices, ;

etc.) are readily identifiable. Such markings shall be colored to uniquely identify

the division (or non-division) of the cable.
Note l Associated circuits added beyond the Generally, individual conductors exposed by

certified design must be specifically stripping the jacket are also color coded or color
identified and justified per Subsection tagged (at intervals not to exceed 30.5 cm (1 ft.)) |
83.4.13. Associated circuits are defined in such that their division is still discernable.
Section 5.5.1 of IEEE 384-1981, with the Exceptions are permitted for individual conductors

clarification for Items (3) and (4) that
i
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i
i within cabinets or panels where all wiring is unique name-plates,. cables and raceways, as described

I
to a single division. Any non-divisional cable within above.

such cabinets shall be appropriately marked to
distinguish it from the divisional cables. 83.13.1.4 Sensory Equipment Grouping and

Designation Istters ,

83.13.13 Raceway identifcation ,

Redundant sensory logic / control and actuation
*

|
All conduit is similarly tagged with a unique equipment for safety-rel?ted systems shall be

) conduit number,in addition to the marking cha- identified by suffix L-:cers. Sensing lines are

l racteristics shown below, at 4.57 meters (15 ft) discussed in section 7.7.1.1. |
4 intervals, at discontinuities, at pull boxes, at points of i

entrance and exit of rooms and at origin and 83.1.4 ladependence of Redundant Systems'

destination of equipment. Conduits containing
cables operating at above 600V (i.e.,6.9kV) are also 83.1.4.1 Power Systems

tagged to indicate the operating voltage. These ,

f
markings are applied prior to the installation of the The Class IE onsite electric power systems and

cables. major components of the separate power divisions is
shown on Figure 83-1. |

[ A!! Class 1E cable raceways are marked with the
division color, and with their proper raceway Independence of the electric equipment and |

| identification at 4.57 meters (15 ft) intervals on raceway syrtems between the different divisions is !

straight sections, at turning points and at points of maintained primarily by firewall-type separation as j

entry and exit from enclosed areas. Cable trays are decribed in Subsection 83.1.4.2. Any exceptions are ;

marked prior to installation of their cables. justified in Appendix 9A, Subsection 9A.5.5.5.

To help distinguish the neutron-monitoring and The physicalindependence of electric power j

scram solenoid cables from other type cables, the systems complies with the requirements of IEEE !

following unique voltage class designations :nd Standard 384, General Design Criteria 17,18 and 21 | ;

markings are used: and NRC Regulatory Guides 1.6 and 1.75. ;

i

Type of Unique 83.1.4.1.1 Class IE Electric Equipment
,

] Special Cables Voltage Class Arrangement j

Neutron-monitoring VN (1) Class IE electric equipment and wiring is
.

segregated into separate divisions so that no !

Scram solenoid cables VS single credible event is capable of disabling
enough equipment to hinder reactor shutdown

The VN or VS markings are superimposed on and removal of decay heat by either of twoJ

the divisional color marHnp and placed at the same unaffected divisionalload groups or prevent
intervals. isolation of the containment in the event of an

accident. Separation requirements are applied

1 Neutron-monitoring cables are run in their own to control power and motive power for all
divisional conduits and cable trays, separately from systems involved. Access to Class 1E equipment

all other power, instrumentation and control cables, is administratively controlled (see Section
Scram solenoid cables are run in a separate conduit 13.6 3).
for each rod scram group.

(2) Equipment arrangement and/or protective bar-
.

The redundant Class 1E, eqtiipment and circuits, riers are provided such that no locally ge-'

assigned to redundant Class 1E divisions and nerated force or missile can destroy any re-
non-Class IE system equipment and circuits are dunda.n? RPS, NSSS, ECCS, or ESF functions.

readily distinguishable from each other without the In addition, arrangement and/or separation
necessity for consulting reference materials. This is barriers are provided to ensure that such
accomplished by color coding of equipment, disturbances do not affect both HPCF and

iRCIC systems.,

83-14
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!
- (3) Routing of wiring / cabling is arranged such as to

eliminate, insofar as practical, all potential forx
fire damage to cables and to separate the
redundant divisions so that fire in one division
will not propagate to another division. Class 1E
and non-Class IE cables are separated in
accordance with IEEE 384 and R.G.1.75 (see
Figures 9A.4-1 through 9A.4-16).

/~~
(
%

I

i

l

l
|

's.J
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(4) An independent raceway system is provided for (3) Sharing of cable trays-All divisions of Class IE
cach division of the Class IE electric system. ac and de systems are provided with
The raceways are arranged, physically, top to independent raceway systems.
bottom, as follows (based on the function and

,

the voltage class of the cables): (4) Cable fire protection and detection--For details
of cable fire protection and detection, refer to

(a) V4 - Medium voltage power,6.9kV (Sky Subsections 833 and 9.5.L

insulation class).
(5) Cable and raceway martings-All cables (except

(b) V3 = Low voltage power including 480 lighting and nonvital communications) are
VAC,120 VAC,125 VDC power and tagged at their terminations with a unique *

all instrumentation and control identifying number. Colors used for identi-
power supply feeders (600V fication of cables and raceways are covered in

insulation class). Subsection 83.13.
i

(c) V2 = High level signal and control, (6) Spacing of wiring and components in control
including 125 VDC and 120 VAC boards, panels and relay racks-Separation is i

controls which carry less than 20A of accomplished by mounting the redundant .

Icurrent and 250 VDC or ac for relay devices or other components on physically
contactor control. separated control boards if, from a plant

operational point of view, this is feasible. When
(d) V1 = Low level signal and control, operational design dictates that redundant

including fiber-optic cables and equipment be in close proximity, separation is
metallic cables with analog signals up achieved by a barrier or enclosure to retard ,

to 55 VDC and digital signal up to 12 internal-fire or by a maintained air space in
VDC, accordance with criteria given in Subsection

[ 83.1.4.2.

Power cables (V3) are routed in flexible metallic
conduit under the raised floor of the control In this case, redundant circuits which serve the :

same Class IE function enter the control panel | '

room.
through separated apertures and terminate on ;

83.1.4.1.2 Electric Cable Installation separate and separated terminal blocks. Where |

redundant circuits unavoidably terminate on the f
(1) Cable Derating and cable tray fill--Base same device, barriers are provided between the ;

ampacity rating of cables is established as device terminations to ensure circuit separation |
described in Subsection 833.1. Electric cables approved isolators (generally optical) are used. t

.

of a discrete Class IE electric system division j

are installed in a cable tray system provided for 7 Electric penetration assembly--The separation
the same division. Cables are installed in trays of electric penetration assemblies exceeds the
in accordance with their voltage ratings and as requirements for cables and raceways given in
described in Subsection 83.1.4.1. Tray fillis as tection 6.1.5 of IEEE 384. Separation by

,

'
established in Subsection 833.1. hstance (without barriers) is allowed only

!within the inerted containment. Here, the
(2) Cable renting in potentially bostile minimum allowable distances of .9 meters (3

areas--Circuits of different safety divisions are feet) and 1.5 meters (5 feet) apply, as delineated
not routed through the same potentially hostile in Section 6.1.5 of IEEE 384. However, the
area, with the exception of main steam line lesser distances allowed by IEEE 384 for
instrumentation and control circuits and main enclosed raceways does not apply to the
steam line isolation valves circuits which are containment penetrations themselves.

exposed to possible steam line break and turbine
missiles, respectively. Cable routing in the For the other ends of the penetrations, which

drywellis discussed in association with the are outside the containment in the non.inerted
equipment it serves in the *Special Cases" areas, separation by distance alone is not
Section 9A.S. allowed. These will be separated by separate'

8 3-ISAmendment
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rooms, or barriers, or different floor levels.
Such walls, barriers or floors are 3-hour
fire-rated.

Such separation criteria applies to the following:

1. Between redundant penetrations,

2. Between penetrations containing non-Class
IE and penetrations containing Class 1E or
associated Class IE circuits, and

3. Between penetrations containing Class IE
circuits and other divisional or
non-divisional cables.

Redundant overcurrent interrupting devices are
provided for all electrical circuits (including all

-w

I

n

|

s

C)
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instrumentation and control devices, as well as Once the safety-related equipment has been
power circuits) going through containment identified with a Class IE safety division, the
penetrations,if the maximum available fault divisional assignment dictates a characteristic color
current (including failure of upstream devices) is (Subsection 83.13) for positive sisual identification. I

,

!

greater than the continuous current rating of the Likewise, the divisionalidentification of all ancillary
penetration. This avoids penetration damage in equipment, cable and raceways match the disisional
the event of failure of any single overcurrent assignment of the system it supports. ,

device to clear a fault within the penetration or |
beyond it. See Subsection 83.4.4 for COL 83.1.4.2 Independence of Redundant Class 1E '

license information. Instrumentation and Control Sptems

83.1.4.13 Control of Compliance with This subsection defines independence criteria
Separation Criteria During Design and applied to Class 1E electrical systems and |
Installation instrumentation and control equipment. Safety-

related systems to which the criteria apply are those

Compliance with the criteria which insures necessary to mitigate the effects of anticipated and
f

independence of redundant systems is a superviso 3 abnormal operational transients or design basis
responsibility during both the design and installation accidents. This includes all those systems and

'

,

phases. The responsibilityis discharged by: functions enumerated in Subsections 7.1.13,7.1.1.4,
7.1.1.5, and 7.1.1.6. The term " systems" includes the

(1) identifying applicable criteria; overall complex of actuated equipment, actuation
devices (actuators), logic, instrument channels, '

(2) issuing working procedure to implement these controls, and interconnecting cables which are :*
*

criteria; required to perform system safety functions. The
criteria outlines the separation requirements

j

; (3) modifying procedures to keep them current and necessary to achieve independence of safety-related ,

' workable; functions compatible with the redundant and/or r

diverse equipment prosided and postulated events. ;

(4) checking the manufacturer's drawings and<

specifications to ensure compliance with 83.1.4.2.1 General
procedures; and;

Separation of the equipment for the systems i'

(5) controlling installation and procurement to referred to in Subsections 7.1.13,7.1.1.4,7.1.1.5, and

assure compliance with approved and issued 7.1.1.6 is accomplished so that they are in compliance !

drawings and specifications. with 10CFR50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria |
3,17,21 and 22, and NRC Regulatory Guides 1.75

The equipment nomenclature used on the ABWR (IEEE 384) and 1.53 (IEEE 379).
standard design is one of the primary mechanisms ,

for ensuring proper separation. Each equipment Independence of mutually redundant and/or di- |
and/or assembly of equipment carries a single verse Class 1E equipment, devices, and cables is i

number, (e.g., the item numbers for motor drivers achieved by three-hour fire-rated barriers and elec-
are the same as the machinery driven). Based on trical isolation. This protection is provided to
these identification numbers, each item can be maintain the independence of nuclear Class IE | )

<

identified as Class 1E or non-Class 1E, and each circuits and equipment so that the protective |
Class 1E item can further be identified to its safety function required during and following a design basis

separation division. This is carried through and event including a single fire anywhere in the plant or*

dictates appropriate treatment at the design level a single failure in any circuit or equipment can be
during preparation of the manufacturer's drawings. accomplished. The exceptional cases where it is not

possible to install such barriers have been analyzed'

Non-Class IE equipment is separated where de- andjustifiedin Appendix 9A.S.d

sired to enhance power generation reliability,
although such separation is not a safety consid-
eration.

i

8.3-16
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O 83.1.4.2.2 Separation Techniques instrument racks will not contain circuits or desices
iof the redundant protection system or ESF systems

,

i The methods used to protect redundant safety except:

systems from results of single failures or events are
utilization of safety class structures, three-hour fire- (1) Certain operator interface control panels may
rated protective barriers, and isolation devices. have operational considerations which dictate >

that redundant protection system or ESF system
83.1.4.2.2.1 Safety Class Structure circuits or devices be located in a single panel.

These circuits and devices are separated i

I The basic design consideration of plant layout is horizontally and vertically by a minimum i

j such that redundant circuits and equipment are distance of 15.24 cm (6 inches) or by steel !

located in separate safety class areas (i.e., separate barriers or enclosures. Solid or flexible metalic !

fire zones) insofar as possible. The separation of conduit is considered an acceptable barrier, ;

Class 1E circuits and equipment is such that the providing 2.54 cm (1 inch) separation is
'

required independence will not be compromised by maintained between the outside wall of the I

the failure of mechanical systems served by the Class conduit and other wiring not of the same
IE c!cctrical system. For example, Class IE circuits division.
are routed or protected so that failure of related ,

mechanical cquipmcr.t of one system cannot disable (2) Class 1E circuits and devices will also be |

Class IE circuits or equipment essential to the separated from the non-Class IE circuits and |
operatien of a redundant system. This separation of from each other horizontally and vertically by a ;

Class IE circuits and equipments make effective use minimum distance of 6 inches or by steel !,

of features inherent in the plant design such as using barriers or enclosures. Solid or ficxible metalic

.
different rooms or floors. conduit is considered an acceptable barrier, i

Iproviding 2.54 cm (1 inch) separation is#

83.1.4.2.2.2 'three-Hour Fire Rated Protective maintained between the outside wall of the
Barriers conduit and other wiring not of the same

division.
Three-hour fire rated protective barriers shall b( ,

I such that no locally generated fire, or missile (3) Where electricalinterfaces between Class 1E f
resulting from a design basis event (DBE) or from and non-Class IE circuits or between Class IE ,

random failure of Seismic Category I equipment can circuits of different divisions cannot be avoided, ;

disable a safety-related function. The exceptional C? ass 1E isolation devices are used (Subsection [
cases where it is not possible to install such barriers 83.1.t2.2.4). Solid or flexible metalic conduit is

'

have been analzed and justified in Appendix 9A.S. conside. red an acceptable barrier, providing 2.54
cm (1 inch) separation is maintained between

'
Separation in all safety equipment or cable areas the outside wall of the conduit and other wiring

shall equal or exceed the requirements of IEEE 384 not of the same division. ;

83.1.4.2.23 Main Control Room and Relay Room (4) If two panels containing circuits of different ,

Panels separation divisions are less than 3 feet apart, !

there shall be a steel barrier between the two
The protection system and ESF control, logic, and panels. Panel ends closed by steel end plates

instrument panels / racks shall be located in a safety are considered to be acceptable barriers
class structure in which there are no potential provided that terminal boards and wireways are
sources of missiles or pipe breaks that could spaced a minimum of 2.54 cm (1 inch) from the |
jeopardize redundant cabinets and raceways. end plate.

Control, relay, and instrument panels / racks will be (5) Penetration of separation barriers within a
designed in accordance with the following general subdivided panel is permitted , provided that
criteria to preclude failure of non-safety circuits from such penetrations are scaled or otherwise
causing failure of any safety circuit and to preclude treated so that fire generated by an electrical
failure of one safety circuit from causing failure of fault could not reasonably propagate from one

any other redundant safety circuit. Single panels or section to the other and disable a protective
function.

8 3-17Amendment
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83.1.4.2.2.4 Isolation Devices to maintain electrical isolation between
Os divisions.

Where electricalinterfaces between Class IE
and non-Class 1E circuits or between Class 1E (3) Sensor wiring for several trip variables
circuits of different divisions cannot be avoided, associated with the trip channels of one division

Class IE isolation dedces will be used. AC isolation may be run together in the same conduits or in

(the FMCRD drives on Didsion 1 is the only case) is the same raceways of that same and only

provided by interlocked circuit breaker coordination division. Sensor wiring associated with one

and an isolation transformer as described in division will not be routed with, or in close

Subsection 83.1.1.1. proximity to, any wiring or cabling associated |
with a redundant division.

Wiring from Class 1E equipment or circuits
which interface with non-Class 1E equipment circuits (4) The scram solenoid circuits, from the actuation

(i.e., annunciators or data loggers) is treated as Class devices to the solenoids of the scram pilot valves

IE and retain its divisional identification up to and of the CRD hydraulic control units, will be run

including its isolation device. The output circuits in grounded steel conduits, with no other wiring

from this isolation device are classified as non- contained within the conduits, so that each
divisional and shall be physically separated from the scram group is protected against a hot short to

divisional wiring. any other wiring by a grounded enclosure. Short
sections (less than one meter) of flexible

83.1.4.23 System Separation Requirements metallic conduit will be permitted for making
connections within panels and the connections

Specific divisional assignment of safety-related to the solenoids.

systems and equipment is given in Table 8.3-1.
(Note that in Table 8.3-1, diesel generator "A" (5) Separate grounded steel conduits will be
corresponds with Class 1E electrical division T, *B" provided for the scram solenoid wiring for each
with "II", and "C" with "Ill".) Other separation of four scram groups. Separate grounded steel

(s requirements pertaining to the RPS and other ESF conduits will also be provided for both the A

systems are given in the following subsections. solenoid wiring circuits and for the B solenoid
wiring circuits of the same scram group.

83.1.4.23.1 Reactor Protection (Trip) System

(RPS) (6) Scram group conduits will have unique ident-
ification and will be separately routed as

The following separation requirements apply to the Division 11 and 111 conduits for the A and B
RPS wiring- solenoids of the scram pilot valves, respectively.

This corresponds to the divisional assignment of

(1) RPS sensors, sensor input circuit wiring, trip their powe- sources. The conduits containing
channels and trip logic equipment will be the scram solenoid group wiring of any one
arranged in four functionally independent and scram group will also be physically separated by |
divisionally separate groups designated Divisions a minimum separation distance of 2.54 cm (.1
1,11,11 and IV. The trip channel wiring inch) from the conduit of any other scram
associated with the sensor input signals for each group, and from metal enclosed raceways w hich

of the four divisions proddes inputs to divisional contain either divisional or non-Class IE |
logic cabinets which are in the sune divisional (non-divisional) circuits. The scram group
group as the sensors and trip channels and conduits may not be routed within the confines
which are functionally independent and of any other tray or raceway system. The RPS

physically separated from the logic cabinets of conduits containing the scram group wiring for

the redundant divisions. the A and B solenoids of the scram pilot valves
(associated with Divisions 11 and 111,

(2) Where trip channel data originating from respectively), shall be separated from
sensors of one division are required for non-enclosed raceways associated with any of

coincident trip logic circuits in other divisions, the four electrical divisions or non-divisional

g) Class 1E isolation devices (i.e., fiber optic cables in accordance with IEEE 384 and
(

medium) will be used as interface clements for Regulatory Guide 1.75 i.e.. 9 m (3 ft)"

signals sent from one division to another such as horizontal, or 1.5 m (5 ft) vertical or a barrier.

8.3-18
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(7) Any scram group conduit may be routed by the valve operator or other available
alongside of any cable or raceway containing structural barriers not susceptible to disabling
either Class IE circuits (of any disision), or any damage from the pipe line break. Additional
cable or raceway containing non-Class IE mechanical protection (barriers) shall be
circuits, as long as the conduit itself is not within interposed as necessary between wiring and
the boundary of any raceway which contains potential sources of disabling mechanical
either the divisional or the non-Clas IE circuits damage consequential to a break downstream of

and is physically separated from said cables and the outboard valve.

raceway boundaries as stated in (6) above. Any >

one scram group conduit may also be routed (4) The several systems comprising the ECCS have
along with scram group conduits of the same their varicus sensors, logics, actuating devices

scram group or with conduits of any of the three and power supplies assigned to divisions in
other scram groups as long as the minimum accordance with Table 8.3-1 so that no single >

| separation distance of 2.5 cm (one inch) is failure can disable a redundant ECCS function. '

maintained. This is accomplished by limiting consequences
of a single failure to equipment listed in any one .

'

(8) The standby liquid control system redundant division of Table 8.3-1. (Note that in Table
Class IE controls will be run as Division I and 8.3-1, diesel generator "A" corresponds with !

Divisiaa 11 so that no failure of standby liquid Class 1E electrical division "I*, *B" with "II", and

control (SLC) function will result from a single "C" with *III".) The wiring to the ADS solenoid
,

electrical failure in a RPS circuit. valves within the drywell shall run in rigid
,

conduit. ADS conduit for solenoid A shall be4

(9) The startup range monitoring (SRNM) divisionally separated from solenoid B conduit.
subsystem cabling of the NMS cabling under the Short pieces (less than .6 m [2 ft.]) of flexible | |
vessel is treated as divisional. The SRNM conduit may be used in the vicinity of the valve
cables will be assigned to Division I, II, III and solenoids.
IV. Under the vessel, cables will be enclosed
and separated as defined in Appendix 9A.5.5.5. (5) Electrical equipment and raceways for systems

,

'

listed in Table 8.3-1 shall not be located in close
83.1.4.23.2 Other Safety-Related Systems proximity to primary steam piping (steam

leakage zone), or be designed for short term
(1) Separation of redundant systems or portions of exposure to the high temperature leak.

a system shall be such that no single failure can
prevent initiation and completion of an (6) Class 1E electrical equipment located in the
engineered safeguard function. suppression pool level swell zone is limited to

suppression pool temperature monitors, which

(2) The inboard and outboard isolation valves are have their terminations scaled such that
redundant to each other so they are made operation would not be impaired by sub- |

independent of and protected from each other mersion due to pool swell or I.OCA. Consistent
|

to the extent that no single failure can prevent with their Class 1E status, these desices are also ,

the operation of at least one of an inboard / qualified to the requirements of IEEE 323 for
outboard pair. the environment in which they are located. |

I

(3) Isolation valve circuits require special attention (7) Containment penetrations are so arranged that
because of their function in limiting the no design basis event can disable cabling in
consequences of a pipe break outside the more than one disisjon. Penetrations do not

primary containment. Isolation valve control contain cables of more than one divisional
and power circuits are required to be protected assignment.

from the pipe lines that they are responsible for
isolating. (8) Annunciator and computer inputs from Class 1E

equipment or circuits are treated as Class IE

g | Class 1E isolation valve wiring in the vicinity of and retain their divisionalidentification up to a

) the outboard valve (or downstream of the valve) Class 1E isolation device. The output circuit

shall be installed in conduits and routed to take from this isolation device is classified as"

advantage of the mechanical protection afforded nondisisional.

8319
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Annunciator and computer inputs from non- The batteries are installed in accordance with
Class IE equipment or circuits do not require industry recommended practice as defined in IEEE

isolation devices. 484, and meet the recommendations of Section 5 of

IEEE 946 (see 83.432).
8.3.2 DC Power Systems

83.2.1.2 Class IE DC leads
83.2.1 Description

The 125 VDC Class IE power is required for
83.2.1.1 General Systems emergency lighting, diesel-generator field flashing,

control and switching functions such as the control of

A DC power system is provided for switchgear 6.9-kV and 480V switchgear, control relays, meters

control, control power, instrumentation, critical and indicators, multiplexers, vital ac power supplies.

motors and emergency lighting in control rooms, as well as de components used in the reactor core

switchgear rooms and fuel handling areas. Four isolation cooling system.

independent Class 1E 125VDC divisions, three
independent non-Class 1E 125VDC load groups and The four divisions that are essential to the safe ;

one non-Class 1E 250VDC computer and motor shutdown of the reactor are supplied from four
power supply are provided. See Figures 83-4 for the independent Class 1E 125 VDC buses. |

'

single lines
83.2.13 Station Batteries and Battery ;

Each battery is separately housed in a ventilated Chagers, General Considerations !

room apart from its charger and distribution panels. .i

Each battery feeds a de distribution switchgear panel The four ESF divisions are supplied from the four |
,

!

which in turn feeds local distribution panels and de Class IE 125 VDC systems (See Figure 83-4). Each
motor control centers. An emergency eye wash is of the Class 1E 125 VDC systems has a 125 VDC !

supplied in each battery room. battery, a battery charger and a distribution panel.
One standby battery charger can be connected to

,

The capacity of each of the four redundant Class either of two divisions and another standby battery

1E battery chargers is based on the largest combined charger can be connected to either of two other
demands of the various continuous steady-state divisions. Kirk key interlocks prevent cross
loads, plus charging capacity to restore the battery connection between divisions. The main de
from the design minimum charge state to the fully distribution buses include distribution panels, 1

charged state within the time stated in the drawout-type breakers and molded case circuit I

design-basis, regardless of the status of the plant breakers.

during which these demands occur (see 83.435).
The Class 1E 125 VDC systems supply de power to

All chargers are sized to supply the continuous Divisions I, II, III and IV, respectively, and are
load demand to their bus while restoring batteries to designed as Class 1E equipment in accordance with

a fully charged state. IEEE Std 308. They are designed so that no single
failure in any 125 VDC system will result in'

83.2.1.1.1 Class 1E 125 VDC Systems conditions that prevent safe shutdown of the plant
with the remaining ac power divisions. The plant |

The 125 VDC system provides a reliable control design and circuit layout from these de systems
and switching power source for the Class IE systems. provide physical separation of the equipment, cabling

and instrumentation essential to plant safety.

Each 125 VDC battery is provided with a charger,
and a standby charger shared by two divisions, each Each division of the system is located in an area

of which is capable of recharging its battery from a separated physically from other divisions. All the
discharged state to a fully charged state while components of Class 1E 125 VDC systems are
handling the normal, steady-state de load. housed in Seismic Category I structures.

Batteries are sized for the de load in accordance 83.2.13.1 125 VDC Systems Configuration

with IEEE Standard 485.( Figure 83-4 :, bows the overall 125 VDC system

8.3-20
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provided for Class 1E Divisions I, II, III and IV.
One divisional battery charger is used to supply eachs
divisional de distribution panel bus and its associated
battery. The divisional battery charger is normally
fed from its divisional 480V MCC bus, with no ,

automatic transfer between buses. ;

Each Class IE 125 VDC battery is provided with i

a charger, and a standby charger shared by two |
|dhisions, each of which is capable of recharging its

|

|

!

$
G

(](
\
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battery from a discharged state to a fully charged There are bus tie breakers between buses. Normal

i state white handling the normal, steady. state dc load. operation is with bus tie breakers open and
Cross connection between two divisions through a interlocks prevent paralleling batteries. Each load'

standby charger is prevented by at least two group's battery and charger may be removed from f
interlocked breakers in series in each potential service as a unit for maintenance or testing. A ;

cross connect path. (See Figure 8.3-4 and battery can be recharged by its charger prior to being !

Subsection 83.4.18.) placed back into service.'

|

The maximum equalizing charge voltage for Class One backup charger is provided and is ;

IE batteries is 140 VDC. The de system minimum connectable to any of the three buses, one bus at a |

discharge voltage at the end of the discharge period time, under control of Kirk key interlocks to: ,

'

is 1.75 VDC per cell (105 volts for the battery). The
operating voltage range of Class IE de loads is 100 to (a) Perform extended maintenance on the normal I

140V. charger for the load group. |

As a general requirement, the batteries have (b) To make a live transfer of a bus to supply power
sufficient stored energy to oper:.te connected from the bus of another load group without

| safety-related loads continuously for at least two paralleling the two batteries. ;
.

hours without recharging. The Division I battery, !

which controls the RCIC system,is sufficient for The chargers are load limiting battery replacement
; eight hours of coping during station blackout. type chargers capable of operation without a battery

During this event scenario, the load reductions on connected to the bus. The backup charger may be
Divisions 11, III, and IV also extend the times these supplied from the ac supply of any one of the three

'

batteries are available (See Subsection 19E.2.1.2.2). load groups. It may be used to charge any one
7
' Each distribution circuit is capable of transmitting battery at a given time. For example the load Group i

sufficient energy to start and operate all required B battery may be charged from load Groups A or B !

loads in that circuit. or C ac power via the backup charger. |
,

,
|

A load capacity analysis has been performed, Each bus is connectable to either of the other
based on IEEE 485-1978, for estimated Class IE de two buses via Kirk key interlocked tie breakers. The
battery loads as of September,1989. Kirk key interlock system allows paralleling of ,'

chargers. Since the chargers are selfload limiting,
An initial composite test of onsite ac and de power parallel operation is acceptable. The Kirk key

,

systems is called for as a prerequisite to initial fuel interlock system prevents parallel operation of j

loading. This test will verify that each battery batteries. This is to prevent the possibility of j
.

capacity is sufficient to satisfy a safety load demand paralleling batteries which have different terminal ;'

profile under the conditions of a LOCA and loss of voltages and experiencing a large circulating current i

preferred power. as a result.

s
'

Thereafter, periodic capacity tests may be con- The battery output breaker has an overcurrent trip
i ducted in accordance with IEEE Std 450. These and interrupts fault current flow from the battery to

tests will ensure that the battery has the capacity to a bus fault. A combination disconnect switch and
;

continue to meet safety load demands. fuse is an acceptable alternate for the battery output
breaker. The charger output breaker and the bus

;

See Subsection 8.3.4.6 for COL license input breaker do not have overcurrent trips as the
informations. charger is load limiting and therefore protects itself.

They are used as disconnect switches only. Bus load
:

83.2.13.2 Non-Class 1E 125V DC Power Supply breakers have overcurrent trips coordinated with the4

battery output breaker. Tripping current for the load
A non-class IE 125VDC power supply, Figure breakers is supplied by the battery.

,

| 8.3-4, is provided for non-Class IE switchgear, i
,

4

valves, converters, transducers, controls and See Subsection 83.4.6 for COL license informa- |

instrumentation. The system has three load groups tion.

with one battery, charger and bus per load group.
83.2.133 Non-Class IE 250V DC Power Supply

83-21
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A non-class IE 250VDC power supply, Figure

|

|
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|

|
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83-4, is provided for the computers and the turbine Class IE buses.
turning gear motor. The power supply consists of
one 250VDC battery and two chargers. The normal (2) The differential relays in one division and all the

', charger is fed by 480VAC from either the load interlocks associated with these relays are from
Group A or load Group C turbine building load cen- one 125 VDC system only, thereby eliminating i

ters. Selection of the desired AC supply is by a any cross connections between the redundant
mechanically interlocked transfer switch. The DC systems. |
standby charger is fed from a load Group A control ,

building motor control center. Selection of the 83.2.2.2 Regulatory Requirements !

normal or the standby charger is controlled by key
interlocked breakers. A 250VDC central distri- The following analyses demonstrate compliance of

1 bution board is provided for connection of the loads, the Class IE Divisions I,II,III and IV DC power |
,

'
all of which are non-class IE. systems to NRC General Design Criteria, NRC '

Regulatory Guides and other criteria consistent with'

83.2.13.4 Ventilation the standard review plan. The analyses establish the
ability of the system to sustain credible single fanures {

Battery rooms are ventilated to remove the minor and retain their capacity to function.
amounts of gas produced during the charging of
batteries. The following list of criteria is addressed in

accordance with Table 8.1-1 which is based on Table
!83.2.13.5 Station Blackout 8-1 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP). la general,

the ABWR is designed in accordance with all
Station blackout performance is discussed in criteria. Any exceptions or clarifications are so i

Subsection 19E.2.1.2.2. See Subsection 83.4.16 for noted. I

i COL license information. |
(1) General Design Criteria (GDC):

83.2.2 Analysis
(a) Criteria: GDCs 2,4,17, and 18.

83.2.2.1 General DC Power Systems

(b) Conformance: The de power system is in j

The 480 VAC power supplies for the divisional compliance with these GDCs . The !e

*

battery chargers are from the individual Class IE GDCs are generically addressed in
j , MCC to which the particular 125 VDC system Subsection 3.1.2.

belongs (Figure 83-4). In this way, separation |,

between the independent systems is maintained and (2) RegulatoryGuides(RGs): |

the AC power provided to the chargers can be from
either preferred or standby AC power sources. The (a) RG 1.6 - Independenee Between,

DC system is so arranged that the probability of an Redundant Standby (Onsite)
j internal system failure resulting in loss of that de Power Sources and Between
j power system is extremely low. Important system Their Distribution Systems
q components are either self-alarming on failure or

capable of clearing faults or being tested during (b) RG 132- Criteria for Safety-Related
senice to deted faults. Each battery set is located in Electric Power Systems for
its own ventilated battery room. All abnormal Nuclear Power Plants
conditions ofimportant system parameters such as
charger failure or low bus voltage are annunciated in Fuses cannot be periodically tested and
the main control room and/or locally. are exempt from such requirements per

Section 4.1.7 of IEEE 741. l

| AC and DC switchgear power circuit breakers in
each division receive control power from the (c) RG 1.47 - Bypassed and Inoperable Sta-
batteries in the respective load grouips ensuring the tus Indication for Nuclear
following- Power Plant Safety Systems

(1) The unlikely loss of one 125 VDC system does
not jeopardize the Class 1E feed supply to the

Amendment B}22
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. (d) RG 1.63 - E le c t r i c P e n e t r a t i o n
Assemblies in Containment
Structures for Light-
Water-Cooled Nudear Power
Plants

|

O

l

|
|

|

l
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The DC emergency standby lighting system Portions of Safety Systems |
circuits up to the lighting fixtures are Class .

IE associated and are routed in scismic Fuses cannot be periodically tested and {
Category I raceways. However, the lighting are exempt from such requirements per t

fixtures themselves are not seismically Section 4.1.7 oflEEE 741. f
!

qualified, but are seismically supported. ,

The cables and circuits from the power (k) RG 1.155 - Station Blackout i

source to the lighting fixtures are Class 1E j

associated. The bulbs cannot be seismically The Class IE DC power system is designed in | |
qualified. This is why the circuits are Class accordance with the listed Regulatory Guides. i

'
1E associated. The bulbs can only fail open It is designed with sufficient capacity, inde-
and therefore do not represent a hazard to pendence and redundancy to assure that the .

the Class 1E power sources. required power support for core cooling, [
containment integrity and other vital functions is

Associated circuits added beyond the maintained in the event of a postulated accident,

certified design must be specifically assuming a single failure.

identified and justified per Subsection ,

83.4.13. Associated circuits are defined in The batteries consist of industrial-type storage
Section 5.5.1 of IEEE 384-1981, with the cells, designed for the type of service in which ,

clarification for items (3) and (4) that they are used. Ample capacity is available to
non-Class IE circuits being in an enclosed serve the loads connected to the system for the ,

raceway without the required physical duration of the time that alternating current is ,

separation or barriers between the enclosed not available to the battery charger. Each
raceway and the Class 1E or associated division of Class 1E equipment is provided with

cables makes the circuits (related to the a separate and independent 125 VDC system.

non-Class IE cable in the enclosed |
raceway) associated circuits. The DC power system is designed to permit i1

inspection and testing of allimportant areas and ,

3. I
(f) RG 1.106 - Thermal Overload Protection features, especially those which have a standby

for Eleetric Motors on function and whose operation is not normally
Motor-Operated Valves demonstrated.

r,

I

Safety functions which are required to go to (i) RG 1.153 Criteria For Power, Instru-
,

completion for safety have their thermal mentation, and Control Por-
overload protection devices in force during tions of Safety Systems

normal plant operation but the overloads ,

are bypassed under accident conditions per (j) RG 1.155 Station Blackout
,

Regulatory Postion 1.(b) of the guide.
Credit is not taken for the CTG as an

(g) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Electric alternate AC source (AAC) so Section
Power and Protection 3.3.5 of RG 1.155 is not required to be

4

Systems met. (The CTG does meet the-

requirements of Section 3.3.5, however.)
(b) RG 1.128 - Installation Designs and in. See Section 19E.2.1.2.2 for a discussion of

stallation of Large lead Stor- compliance with RG 1.155.
age Batteries for Nuclear
Power Plants (3) Branch Technical Positions (B17s):

(i) RG 1.129 - Maintenance, Testing, and BTP ICSB 21 - Guidance for Application of
Replacement of Large Lead Regulatory Guide 1.47.
Storage Batteries for Nuclear
Power Plants The de power systern is designed consistent with

,

this criteria.

(j) RG 1.153 - Criteria for Power, Instru.
mentation, and Control (4) Other SRP Criteria:

8.3-23Amentiment
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! According to Table 8-1 of the SRP, there are no compliance in Subsection 9.5.1.0).

other criteria applicable to de power systems.
!

833.2 Localization of Fires
833 Fire Protection of Cable Systems ,

1 In the event of a fire, the installation design will
The basic concept of fire protection for the cable localize the physical effects of the fire by preventing

system in the ABWR design is that it is incorporated its spread to adjacent areas or to adjacent raceways
; into the design and installation rather than added of different divisions. Localization of the effect of

l

I onto the systems. By use of fire resistant and fires on the electric system is accomplished by i

nonpropagating cables, conservative application in separation of redundant cable systems and [t

regard to ampacity ratings and raceway fill, and by equipment as described in Subsection 83.1.4. Floors :

separation, fire protection is built into the system. and walls are effectively used to provide vertical and !

Fire suppression systems (e.g.; automatic sprinkler horizontal fire-resistive separations between j

systems) are provided as listed in Table 9.5.1 1. redundant cable disisions. ;

i

833.1 Resistance of Cables to Combustion In any given fire area an attempt is made to insure
that there is equipment from only one Class IE |

The electrical' cable insulation is designed to resist division. This design objective is not always met due

the onset of combustion by limiting cable ampacity to to other over-riding design requirements. IEEE Std ;

levels which prevent overheating and insulation 384 and Regulatory Guide 1.75 are always complied {
failures (and resultant possibility of fire) and by with, however. In addition an analysis is made and s

choice of insulation and jacket materials which have documented in Section 9A.5.5 to ascertain that the |

flame-resistive and self-extinguishing characteristics. requirement of being able to safely shut the plant !

Polysinyl chloride or neoprene cable insulation is not down with complete burnout of the fire area without !

used in the ABWR. All cable trays are fabricated recovery of the equipment is met. The fire detection, !
5-

from noncombustible material. Base ampacity rating fire suppression and fire containment systems

| of the cables was established as published in provided should assure that a fire of this magnitude ;

IPCEA-46-426/IEEE S-135 and IPCEA-54-440/ does not occur, however. |

i NEMA WC-51. Each coaxial cable, each single r

conductor cable and each conductor in multi- Maximum separation of equipment is provided |
y

conductor cable is specified to pass the vertical flame through location of redundant equipment in separate !

] test in accordance with UI 44. fire areas. The Class IE divisional AC unit [
substations, motor control centers, and DC ;

q
In addition, each power, control and instru- distribution panels are located to provide sepa- |

; mentation cable is specified to pass the vertical tray ration and electrical isolation between the divisions. I

flame test in accordance with IEEE 383. Clear access to and from the main switchgear rooms .

!

is also provided. Cable chases are ventilated and
4 '

| Power and control cables are specified to con- smoke removal capability is provided. Local
tinue to operate at a conductor temperature not instrument panels and racks are separated by safety

exceeding 90 C and to withstand an emergency division and located to facilitate required separation |
overload temperature of up to 130 C in accordance of cabling. i

'

with IPCEA S-66-524/ NEMA WC-7 Appendix D.
Each power cable has stranded conductor and 8333 Fire Detection and Protection Systems
flame-resistive and radiation-resistant covering."

Conductors are specified to continue to operate at All areas of the plant are covered by a fire
,i 100% relative humidity with a service life expectancy detection and alarm system. Double manual hose

of 60 years. Also, Class 1E cables are designed and coverage is provided throughout the buildings.
qualified to survive the LOCA ambient condition at Sprinkler systems are provided as listed on Table
the end of the 60-yr life span. ie cable installation 9.5.1 1. The diesel generator rooms and day tank

(i.e., redundant divisions separated by fire barriers) rooms are protected by foam sprinkler systems. The

is such that direct impingement of fire suppressant foam sprinkler systems are dry pipe systems with

will not prevent safe reactor shutdown, even if failure pre-action valves which are actuated by com- i
'

.
of the cable occurs. Cables are specified to be pensated rate of heat rise and ultraviolet flame |

'

submersible, however (See the fourth requirement / detectors. Individual sprinkler heads are opened by'

their thermallinks.

83431
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8.3.4 COL License Information protected by one of the following-

83.4.1 Interrvpting Capacity of Electrical (1) The maximum available fault current (irduding
Distribution Equipment failure of upstream devices) is less than the,

maximum continuous current capacity (based on

The interrupting capacity of the switchgear and no damage to the penetration) of the conductor
circuit interrupting devices must be shown by the within the penetration; or

COL applicant to be compatible with the magnitude ,

,

! of the available fault current based on final selection (2) Redundant circuit protection devices are |
of the transformer impedence, etc. (See Subsection provided, and are adequately designed and set |

83.1.1.5.2(4)). to interrupt current,in spite of single failure, at '

a value below the maximum continuous current
83.4.2 Diesel Generator Design Details capacity (based on no damage to the

penetration) of the conductor within the
Subsection 8.3.1.1.8.2 (4) requires the diesel penetration. Such devices must be located in

.

generators be capable of reaching full speed and separate panels or be separated by barriers and .

f

voltage within 20 seconds after the signal to start. must be independent such that failure of one
'

The COL applicant will demonstrate the reliability of will not adversely affect the other. Furthermore,

the diesel generator start-up circuitry designed to they must not be dependent on the same power

accomplish this. supply. f.

83.43 Certified Proof Tests on (3) Appropriate plant procedures shall include
'

Cable Samples periodic testing of protective and/or current
limiting devices (except fuses) to demonstrate

Subsection 83.1.2.4 requires certified proof tests their functional capability to perform their
'

on cables to demonstrate 60-year life, and resis- required safety functions.
>

; tance to radiation, flame and the emironment. The
'

; COL applicant will demonstrate the testing 83.4.5 (deleted)
methodology to assure such attributes are acceptable

3

for the 60-year life. 83.4.6 DC Voltage Analysis ;

83.4.4 Electncal Penetration Assemblies Provide a DC voltage analysis showing battery | j

terminal voltage and worst case de load terminal
Subsection 8.3.1.4.1.2. (7) specifies design voltage at each step of the Class 1E battery loading

requirements for electrical penetration assemblies. profile. (See Subsection 83.2.1) |

Provide fault current clearing-time curves of the
electrical penetrations * primary and secondary Provide the manufactuer's ampere-hour rating of

devices plotted against the the batteries at the two hour rate and at the eight
current interrupting,t) curve of the penetration (to

,

thermal capability (I hour rate, and provide the one minute ampere rating
maintain mechanicalintegrity). The COL applicant of the batteries (see Subsection 83.2.13.12). !

will proside an analysis showing proper coordination |
of these curves. Also, provide a simplified one-line 83.4.7 (deleted ,

diagram showing the location of the protective !

devices in the penetration circuit, and indicate the 83.4.8 (deleted)
!

maximum available fault current of the circuit.
83.4.9 Offsite Power Supply Arrangement

The COL applicant will provide specific
identification and location of power supplies used to The COL applicant operating procedures shall

;

provide external control power for tripping primary require one of the three divisional buses of Figure
'

and backup electrical penetration breakers (if 83-1 be fed by the alternate power source during

utilized). normal operation; in order to prevent simultaneous
deenergization of all divisional buses on the loss of ;; m

The COL applicant will provide an analysis only one of the offsite power supplies. The selection i*

demonstrating the thermal capability of all electrical of that disision should be based on the Class 1E bus
conductors within penetrations is perserved and loads, the reliability / stability of the offsite circuits.

!'

'

B 3-232
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and on the separation of the offsite feeds as they pass shall be provided by the COL applicant to keep these

I through the divisional areas. circuit breakers racked out (i.e.,in the disconnect
position) whenever corresponding buses are

| Continued ':.nt operation will be appropriately energized. Furthermore, annunciation shall ber
i limited (per technical specifications), when the provided to alarm in the control room whenever the

reserve auxiliary transformer is inoperable [see breakers are racked in for urvice. (See Subsection ,

8.23(18) for COL information]. 83.1.1.6.2). j
i

83.4.10 Diesel Genera:or Qualification 83.4.15 Testing of'lhermal Oserload Bypass
Tests Contacts for MOVs

The schedule for qualification testing of the diesel Thermal overlaod protection for Class IE MOVs is
generators, and the subsequent results of those tests, bypassed only during LOCA events. A means for
must be provided by the COL applicant. The tests testing the bypass function shall be implemented '.sy
shall be in accordance with IEEE 387 and Regula- the COL applicant, in accordance with the
tory Guide 1. 7. (See Susbsection 83.1.1.8.9). requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.106. (See

'

| Subsection 83.1.1.6.4)
83.4.11 (deleted)

83.4.16 Emergency Operating Procedures for
83.4.12 Minimum Starting Voltages for Station Blackout
Class 1E Motors

COL ap;licants will provide instructions in their
The COL applicant will provide the minimum plant Emergency Operating Procedures for operator

required starting voltages for Class IE motors. A actions during a postulated station blackout event.
comparision will be made of these minimum requir- Specifically, if Division I irstrumentation is
ed voltages to the voltages that will be supplied at the functioning properly, the redundant Divisions 11. III,
motor terminals during the starting transient when and IV should be shut down in order to 1) reduce
operating on offsite power and when operating on heat dissipation in the control room while HVAC is
the diesel gencrators. (See Subsection lost, e.nd 2) conserve battery energy for additional

83.1.1.5.2(1)). SRV capacity, or other specific functions, as needed, .

throughout the event. (See Subsection 83.2.13.5). l

! 8.3.4.13 Identification and Justification of
( Associated Circuits 83.4.17 Common Industrial Standards

| Referenced in Purthase Specifications

! Prior to the implementation stage of the design,

| the only " associated circuits" (as defined by IEEE in addition to the regulatory codes and standards

384) known to exist in the ABWR Standard Plant required for licensing, purchase specifications shall1

design are for the FMCRD drive power feed taken contain a list of common industrail standards, as
;

| from the Division 16.9Kv safety-related bus (see appropriate, for the assurance of quality
| Subsection 83.1.1.1) and the emergency lighting manufacturing of both Class IE and non-Class 1E

| circuits (see Section 9.53). In the implementation equipment. Such standards would include ANSI,
design, the COL applicant will provide 1) assurance ASTM, IEEE, NEMA, UL, etc. (See Subsection
that this is still a true statement, or 2) specifically 83.5).
identifiy and justify any other such circuits in the
ABWR SSAR; and show they meet the requirements 8J.4.18 Administrative Controls for Switching 125

of Regulatory Guide 1.75, position C.4. (See VDC Standby Charger

Subsection 83.LI.1).
Administrative controls shall be provided to

83.454 Administrative Controls for Bus assure all input and output circuit breakers are
Grounding Circuit Breakers normally open when standby battery chargers are not

in use (See Figure 83-4, Note 1). Administrative
Figure 83-1 shaws bus grounding circuit breakers, controls shall also be provided to assure at least two

which are intended to provide safety grounds during circuit breakers (in series) are open between
maintenance operations. Administrative controls redundant divisions when placing the standby ,

8.3-23.3Amendment
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charger into service. This includes controls for the periodic testing of thermal overloads and associated

O, keys associated with the switching interlocks. The bypass circuitry for Class IE MOVs.'

only exception is an emergency condition requiring
one division's loads be assumed by a redundnt 83A.25 Periodic inspection / Testing of Lighting 1

division by manual connection via the standby Systems ,

!charger interface.
Appropriate plant procedures shallinclude |

83A.19 Control of Access to Class IE Power periodic inspections of all lighting systems installed j

Equipment in safety-related areas, and in passageways leading to J

and from these areas. In addition, lighting systems
Administrative control of access to Class IE installed in such areas which are normally y

ipower equipment areas and/or distribution panels de-energized (e.g., guide lamps) shall be periodically
sha'I be provided (see Section 13.63). tested. ]

1

83A.20 Periodic Testing of Voltage Protection 83A.26 Controls for Limiting Potential Hazards
Equipment into Cable Chases |

,

Appropriate plant procedures shall include Appropriate plant procedures shall provide
periodic testing of instruments, timers, and other administrative control of operations and

electrical equipment designed to protect the maintenance activities to control and limit
diaribution system from: 1) loss of offsite voltage, introduction of potential hazards into cable chases
and 2) degradation of offsite voltage. These and the control room area.
protection features are described in Subsection
83.1.1.7. 83A.27 Pedodic Testing of Class 1E Equipment

Protective Relaying
83A.21 Diesel Gener3 tor Parallel Test Mode i

Appropriate plant procedures shallinclude f
IThe technical specifications require periodic periodic testing of all protective relaying and/or

testing of the diesel generator loading capabilities by thermal overloads associated with Class 1E motors
operating the diesel generators in parallel with the and switchgear.
offsite power source. Appropriate procedures shall
require that the duration of the connection between 83A.28 Peridde Testing of CVCF Power Supplies
the preferred power supply and the standby power and EPA's
supply shall be minimized in accordance with Section >

6.13 of IEEE 308. Appropriate plant procedures shallinclude
periodic testing of tbc CVCF power supplies and

83A.22 Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator associated electrical protection assemblies (EPA's)
Protective Relaying which provide power to the Reactor Protection

'

System.

Appropriate plant procedures shall include
periodic testing of all diesel generator protective 83A.29 Periodic Testing of Class 1E Circuit
relaying, bypass circuitry and annunciation. Breakers

83A.23 PeriodicTesting of Diesel Generator Appropriate plant procedures shall include i

Synchronizing latedocks periodic calibration and functional testing of the fault
interrupt capability of all Class 1E breakers, fault

Appropriate plant procedures shallinclude interrupt coordination between the supply and load
periodic testing of diesel generator synchronizing breakers for each Class 1E load and the Division I

interlocks (sec 83.1.1.6.4). non-Class IE load, and the zone selective interlock
feature of the breaker for the non-Class IE load.

83A.24 Pedodic Testing of Dermal Overloads and'

Bypass Circuitry
,

\ Appropriate plant procedures shall include

8.3234Amendment
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83.430 Periodic Testing of Electrical Systems & Appropriate plant procedures and/or technical

( Equipment specifications shallinclude periodic testing and/or
analysis of Class 1E diesel generators to demonstrate'

Appropriate plant procedures shall include their capability to supply the actual full design basis
periodic testing of all Class 1E electrical systems and load current for each sequenced load step (see i

equipment in accordance with Section 7 of IEEE 83.1.1.8.2).
308. !

8.3.5 References ;

83.431 Power Distribution System Load Analysis
In addition to those codes and standards

A complete load analysis shall be performed for required by the SRP the following codes and
the Power Distribution System to demonstrate standards will be used and have been referenced in
proper sizing of power source and distribution the text of this chapter of the SSAR.
equipment. Such analysis shall provide the basis for,

' the degraded voltage protective relay timer settings IEEE Std 323 0ua1ifying C1 ass 1E
[see 83.1.1.7 (8)] and other protective relay settings. Equipment for Nuclear Power )

Generating Stations '

83.432 Class IE Battery Installation and
Maintenance Requirements IEEE Std 334 Type Test of Continuous :

Duty Class 1E Motors for |

The installation, maintenance, testing, and Nuclear Power Generating
replacement of the Class IE station batteries shall Stations
meet the requirements of IEEE 484 and Section 5 of
IEEE 946. IEEE Std 379 Applications of the Single-

Failure Criterion to Nuclear
83.433 Periodic Testing of Class 1E Batteries Power Generating Stations

Class 1E Systems

Appropriate plant procedures shall include
periodic testing of Class IE batteries to assure they IEEE Std 382 Oualification of Actuators for
have sufficient capacity and capability to supply Power Operated Valve
power to their connected loads. Assemblics with Safety-

Related Functions for
83.434 Periodic Testing of Class 1E CVCF Power Nuclear Power Plants.
Supplies

IEEE Std 383 Type Test of Class 1E
,

Appropriate plant procedures shallinclude Electrical Cables, Field

j periodic testing of Class IE constant voltage constant Splices, and Connections fro |

frequency (CVCF) power supplies to assure they Nuclear Power Generating |

have sufficient capacity to supply power to their Stations

connected loads (see 83.1.1.4.2.1).
IEEE Std 387 Standard Criteria for Diesel-

83.435 Periodic Testing of Class IE Battery Generator Units Applied as
Chargers Standby Power Supplies for

Nuclear Power Generating
Appropriate plant procedures shallinclude Stations

periodic testing of Class IE battery chargers to
assure they have sufficient capacity to supply power IEEE Std 450 Recommended Practice for'

to their connected loads (sec 8.3.2.1.1). Such Large lead Storage Batteries
periodic tests shall be in conformance with Section for Generating Stations and
7.5.1 of IEEE 308 (i.e.,IEEE 338). Substations

83.436 Periodic Testing of Class IE Diesel
Generators

EAmendment
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!
IEEE Std 484 Recommended Practice for Topical Report NEDC-31336 * General Electric

Installation Design and Instrument Setpoint Methodology
Installation of Large Lead j

Storage Batteries for UL-44 UL Standard for Safety |
Generating Stations and Rubber-Insulated Wires and '

Substations. Cables !

!
IEEE Std 485 Recommended Practice for A partiallisting of other common industry

'

Sizing Large Lead Storage standards which may be used as applicable is given :
iBatteries for Generating below. There are many more standards referenced

Stations and Substations in the standards which are listed below-.
;

IEEE Std 519 Guide for Harmonic Control Motor Control Centers I

and Reactive Compensation ;

of Static Power Converters NEMA ICS-2 Standards for Industrial !

I Control Devices, Con- trollers
1 IEEE Std 741 Standard Criteria for the and Assemblie:;

Protection of Class 1E Power ,

7

| Systems and Equipment in Underwriter's Laboratories Standard No. 845
Nuclear Power Generating i2

Stations. Iow Voltage Circuit Breakers j

i

IEEE Std 946 Recommended Practice for ANSI C37.13 Low Voltage Power Circuit
the Design of Safety-Related Breakers '

DC Auxiliary Power Systems ;

for N u cle a r Power ANSI C37.16 Preferred Ratings and
'

O Generating Stations Related Requirements for
Low Voltage AC Power

IPCEA-46-426/ Power Cable Ampacities Circuit Breakers and AC
;

IEEE S-135 Power Service Protectors

IPCEA S-66-402 Thermoplastic Insulated Wire ANSI C37.17 trip Devices for AC and
& Cable for the Transmission General-Purpose DC Low-"

and Distribution of Electrical Voltage Power Circuit<

Energy Breakers

IPCEA-54-440/ Ampacities Cables in Open- ANSI C37.50 Test Procedures for Low
NEMA WC-51 top Cable Trays Voltage AC Power Circuit

Breakers Usedin Enclosures

IPCEA S-66-524/ Cross-Linked-Thermoset- ,<

NEMA WC 7 ting Polyethlene Insulated Molded Case Circuit Breakers |
Wire and Cabic for the

'

Transmission and Distri- UL 489 Branch Circuit and Service
bution of Electrical Energy Circuit Breakers

SECY-89-013 Stello, Victor, Jr., Design Re- NEMA AB-1 MoIded Case Circuit
quirements Related To The Breakers
Evolutionary Advanced Light
Water Reactors (ALWRS), 7.2Kv-rated metalclad Switchgear

Policy Issue, SECY-89-013,
The Commissioners, Uni- ted ANSI C37.01 Application Guide for Power
State Nuclear Regula- tory Circuit Breakers
Commission, January 19,
1989.

81234Amendment
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ANSI O7.04 AC Power Circuit Breaker
Rating Structure

L
| ANSI C37.06 Preferred Ratings of Power

Circuit Breakers
i

ANSI G7.09 Test Procedure for Power
Circuit Breakers ,

i

|
;

ANSI C37.11 Power Circuit Breaker
Control Requirements'

ANSI G7.20 Switchgear Assemblics and :

Metal-Enclosed Bus

ANSI C37.100 Definitions for Power ;
'

Switchgear
3 ANSI C37.20 Switchgear Assemblics and |

Metal-Enclosed Bus !
i

I
i

ANSI C37.100 Definitions for Power
Switchgear :

Transformers

ANSI C57.12 General Requirements for ;

Distribution, Power, and ;

'

Regulating Transformers

ANSI C57.12.11 Guide for Installation of
.,,

Oil-immersed Transformers
(10MVA and Larger,69-287
kV rating)

. ANSI C57.12.80 Terminology for Power and
,

Distribution Transformers

j ANSI C57.12.90 Test Code for Distribution,
Power, and Regulating

1

Transformers -

See Subsection 8.3.4.17 for COL license
information pertaining to common industrial
standards referenad in purchase specifications.

,

.

1
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TABLE 8.3-1

O D/G LOAD TABLE-LOCA + LOPP

GENERATOR CONNECTED LOADS (kW) )
SYS. LOAD RATING NOTE * |
NO. DESCRIPTION (kW) A B C j

i

- MOTOR ope VALVES 231x3 X X X (2) |

C12 FMCRD 210x1 X - - (4) f
|

! (@' 0.25pf) (840 KVA) j

C41 SLC PUMP 45x2 X X -
,

i

E11 RHRPUMP 540x3 540 540 540 :

Fill Pump * 3.7x3 j'

1400 1400 iE22 HPCF PUMP 1400x2 -

|
,

P21 RCW PUMP 370x4 740 740 - ;

) 280x2 - -- 560

fP25 HECW PUMP 22x5 22 44 44

HECW REFRIGERATOR 135x5 135 270 270 |
i

P41 RSW PUMP" 270x6 540 540 540 !

R23 P/C TRANSF. LOSS 421x6 84.2 84.2 84.2

J |

R42 DC 125V CHGR div. I 70x1 70.0 - - !
div. II,III, IV 34x3 - -- 34 (11) !

125V DC stby charger 70 - 34 |
t

'

See Table &3-3forNotes*

" Pan of TurbineIsland,

, |

| |
,

I

.

1

1

1

O:
l
!

Amendment B.3-24
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TABLE 8.31

D/G LOAD TABLE-LOCA + LOPP (Continued)

GENERATOR OUTPUT (kW)
SYS. LOAD RATING NOTE *

NO. DESCRIPTION (kW) A B C

R46 VITAL CVCF -- - --

(Div.1,2,3) 20x3 20 20 20
,

(Div. 4) 20 20 ;

R47 TRANSF. C/R INST 20x6 40 40 40 -

R52 LIGHTING 100x3 100 100 100

T22 SGTS FAN 18.5x2 18.5 18.5 -

SGTS HEATER 10x6 30 30 -

i

i

T49 FCS HEATER 130x2 130 130

I FCS BLOWER 12x2 12.0 12.0

U41 MCR HVAC FANS B-C 74.5X4 - 149 149 (13) ,

i MCR RECIRC FANS B-C 14X4 -- 28 28 (13)
C/B ELEC EQUIP AREA

HVAC FANS A-C 14X6 28 28 28 (13)
R/B DG/ELEC EQUIP AREA

HVAC FANS A-C 84X6 168 168 168 (13)
R/B DG ROOM EMERGENCY j

SUPPLY FANS A-C 46.5X6 93 93 93 (13)
R/B EQUIP AREA ROOM

COOLERS A-C 89 107 84 (13)

OTHER LOADS 62.5 62.5 60.5

TOTAL CONNECTED LOADS 3339.9 4971.9 4653.4

TOTAL STANDBY LOADS AND 678.7* 566.2* 509.7*

SHORTTIMEIDADS

TOTAL OPERATING LOADS 2661.2 4405.7 4143.7
i

|
1

See Table &3-3for Notes
*

O
8.3-25Amendment
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TABLE 83-3.

;

NOTES FORTABLES 83-1 AND 83-2 >

;

1 (1) -: shows that the load is not connected to the switchgear of this division. !
J X: shows that the load is not counted for D/G continuous output claculation by the

reasons shown on other notes. ;

i
,

(2) " Motor operated valves" are operated only 30-60 seconds. Therefore they are not counted i

for the DG continuous output calculation.
, ,

(3) Deleted ;
1

(4) FMCRD operating time (about 2 minutes) is not counted for the DG continuous output
calculation. ;

~ i

(5) Sufficient boron concentration is achieved in about 40 minutes. Since the diesels can f
operate at least 2 hours at 110% rated load, the SLC pumps are not counted for the DG |

continous output calculation. ,

(6) Deleted j

(7) Deleted

(8) Deleted

f(9) Deleted

(10) Deleted

| (11) Div. IV battery charger is fed from Div. II motor control center.
,

(12) Load description acronyms are interpeted as follws. ;

C/B - ControlBuilding HX - Heat Exchanger
COMP - Computer IA - Instrument Air
CRD - Control Rod Drive MCR - Main Control Room

'

4 CUW - Clean Up Water MUWC - Make Up Water System (condensed)
CVCF - Constant Voltage Constant Frequency NPSS - Nuclear Protection Safety System
DG - DieselGenerator R/B - Reactor Building I

FCS - FlammabilityControlSystem RCW - Reactor Cooling Water (building)
FPC - FuelPoolCooling RHR - ResidualHeat Removal i

FMCRD - Fine Motion Cotrol Rod Drive RSW - Reactor Service Water )
HECW - EmergencyCoolingWater SBGT - StandbyGasTreatment
HPCF - High Pressure Core Flooder SLC - Standby Liquid Control

(13) Redundant units, one unit of a division operates and one unit is in standby in case the
operating unit shuts down. Total connected load is shown on the table, but operating
loads are half these amounts.

tL3-28Amendment
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Table 8.3-4 .

D/G LOAD SEQUENCE DIAGRAM
! MAJOR LOADS

=
it (Response to Questions 435.14 & 435.15) O
3 10

E" E
9

Desch DRAM 1 R Stant a BRAM13 StAK'E 4 BE AM13 StAM'E 6 etAM1 T el8Mi s stAM-k s

Tisse (M $80 (M SWCl (3S$Ff) (40 $ttC) q49&EC) (M 880) ($$ SFA) (se SRC) APf1R 49 $pr
e

Auto Mament 5
Mede IWe,

MOV IX)IWAC RCW Pump RCW Pump RSW Pump R$W Pump SGT3 Cherpre $1f Pug RHR Pue,p

inPP 1 Inst. Tr HELW Pump R/B tuner. HVAC CVtTs Hf1W Refng

=

(;ghamg C/B Ehner. IIVAC

FMCRD

MOV IX3HVAC RCWPump R(v Pug RSW Pump R5W Pug SG13 Charyrs $1EPump RHR Puenp

inPr 18 Inse Tr HI1CW Pump hK1tIfvAC R/R Emer. HVAC (NCFs lifEW Refng

igMmg C/B Faer. HVAC

MOV LX3HVAC RCW Pump RCW Pump RSW Pump R5W Pump Chargees HIEW EutR PLg

inPP lit Inst.Tr HIEW Pump MWifvAC R/B Emer. HVAC CVCis Retng

igiumg C/B Emer. HVAC

MOV RHRrump RCWPug RCW Pump R5W Pump R$W Pump SGT5 Chargers $lf Pump FG

INCA Inst.Tr IXlHVAC HIEW Pump R/B Emer. ItVAC CVCFs HECW refng

a a i Ugweg C/B Emer. HVAC

j IEPP IRRD*

M(W RHRrump R(W Pump RCW Puny R5W Pump R5W Pump $G11 Charpes SirPump FIS

tim *A 14PCF Pump IX3HVAC HFfW Pump MCR HVAC R/B loner. IIVAC CVt'Fs IlliW Reht

i & 11 Isue. Tr C/B Dner. IIVAC

anrr 14 hema
4

MOV RitR Pump RCW Pug RCW Pump RSW Pump R$W Pump (Deryts Hilv Refng

tim'A HP(T Pump IX3 BfvAC Hl%W Pump MOIIVAC R/B I:mer. HV AC (V(Te

C
'

& Ill last. Tr C/B Emer. HVAC -gc,,

r 1.tPP I , ., m aJ

N.we. tumin m ehe mit Non tw is 6.= un ihe lui huses
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TABLE 8.3-5 {

DIESEL GENERATOR ALARMS * ,

|

Annunciation DOS DTS DTT GDT GCB GTT LBP
r

Engine Overspeed Trip X X X X
Generator Differential Relay Trip X X X X ,

Generator Ground Overcurrent X X .X !

Generator Voltage Restraint Overcurrent X X X i

Generator Bus Underfrequency X X X
Generator Reverse Power X X X X !

Generator less of Field X X X X -

Generator Bus Differential Relay Trip X >
'

High-High Jacket Water Temperature X X X X

| D/G Bearing High Temperature X X X X X
Low-Low Lube Oil Temperature X X X X

| D/G Bearings High Vibration X X X X X r

High-High Lube OilTemperature X X X X
!

Low-Low Lube Oil Pressure X X X X
High Crankease Pressure X X X X
Low-Low Jacket Water Pressure X X X X
Low Level-- Jacket Water X
Low Pressure - Jacket Water X
Low Temperature -- Jacket Water In X ,

High Temperature -- Jacket Water Out X
Low Level-- Lube Oil Mark X
Low Temperature - Lube OilIn X
High Temperature - Lube Oil Out X
High Diff. Pressure - Lube Oil Futer X

| Low Pressure - Turbo Oil Right/Left Bank X.

'

Low Pressure - Lube Oil X
ControlCircuit Fuse Failure X
DieselGenerator Overvoltage X

| Low Pressure - Starting Air X
In Maintenance Mode X X

I

D/G Unit Fails to Start X

| Generator Phase Overcurrent X
Out of Service X X
Lockout Relay Operated X X X
Low-High lael- Fuel Day Tank X
Low laci- Fuel Storage Tank X
Low Pressure - Fuel Oil X
High Diff. Pressure - Fuel Filter X
In local control Only X

!

I

8S29 t
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8A MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL copper loop which encircles all buildings (See FigureO SYSTEMS 8A.1-1)
L

8A.1 Station Grounding and Surge Each building is equipped with grounding
Protection systtms connected to the station grounding grid. As

a minimum, every other steel column of the building
8A.1.1 Description perimeter will connect directly to the grounding grid.

The electrical grounding system is comprised of: The plant's main generator is grounded with a
neutral grounding device. The impedance of that

(1) an instrument grounding network, device will limit the maximum phase current under
short-circuit conditions to a value not greater than

(2) an equipment grounding network for grounding that for a three-phase fault at its terminals.
electrical equipment (e.g. switchgear, motors, Provisions are included to ensure proper grounding i

distribution panels, cables, etc.) and selected of the isophase buses when the generator is
mechanical components (e.g. fuel tanks, disconnected.
chemical tanks, etc.),

The onsite, medium-voltage ac distribution
(3) a plant grounding grid, and system is resistance grounded at the neutral point of

the low-voltage windings of the unit auxiliary and
(4) a lightning protection network for protection of reserve transformers.

structures, transformers and equipment located
outside buildings. The neutral point of the generator windings of

the onsite, standby power supply units (i.e., the diesel
The plant instrumentation is grounded through generators and the combustion turbine generator), is

a separate insulated radial grounding system through distribution-type transformers and loading
comprised of buses and insulated cables. The resistors, sized for continuous operation in the event
instrumentation grounding systems are connected to of a ground fault.
the station grounding grid at only one point and are f

insulated from all other grounding circuits. Separate The neutral point of the low-voltage ac
instrumentation grounding systems are provided for distribution systems are either solidly or impedance
plant analog (i.e. relays, solenoids, etc.) and digital grounded, as necessary, to ensure proper ,

instrumentation systems. coordination of ground fault protection. The de

The equipment grounding network is such that
all major equipment, structures and tanks are The target value of ground resistance is 0.05
grounded with two diagonally opposite ground ohms or less for the reactor, turbine, control, sersice
connections. The ground bus of all switchgear and radwaste buildings. If the target grounding
assemblics, motor control centers and control resistance is not achieved by the ground grid,
cabinets are connected to the station ground grid auxiliary ground grids, shallow buried ground rods or
through at least two parallel paths. Bare copper deep buried ground rods will be used in combination
risers are furnished for all underground electrical as necessary to meet the target ground resistance

'
ducts and equipment, and for connections to the value.
grounding systems within buildings. One bare
copper cable is installed with each underground The lightning protection system covers all major
electrical duct run, and all metallic hardware in each plant structures and is designed to prevent direct
manhole is connected to the cable. lightning strikes to the buildings, electric power

equipment and instruments. It consists of air
A plant grounding grid consisting of bare copper terminals, bare downcomers and buried grounding

cables is provided to limit step and touch potentials electrodes which are separate from the normal
to safe values under all fault conditions. The buried grounding system. Lightning arresters are prosided
grid is located at the switchyard and connected to for each phase of all tie lines connecting the plant
systems wi:hin the buildings by a 500 MCM bare electrical systems to the switchyard and offsite line.

( These arresters are connected to the high-voltage |

Amendment 8A.1-1
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terminals of the main step-up and reserve trans- (3)IEEE Std 665, Guide for Generation Station |(]f( formers. Plant instrumentation located outdoors or Grounding !

connected to cabling running outdoors is provided j

with surge suppression devices to protect the (4) NFPA-78, National Fire Protection Association's !

equipment from lightning induced surges. Lightning Protection Code |

8A.1.2 Analysis

No SRP or regulatory guidance previded for the
grounding and lightning protection system. It is
designed and required to be installed to the
applicable sections of the following codes and
standards.

(1) IEEE Std 80, Guide for Safety in AC Substation
Grounding

(2) IEEE Std 81, Guide for Measuring Earth
Resistivity, Ground Impedance, and Earth
Surface Potentials of a Ground System

(3) IEEE Std 665 Guide for Generation Station
Grounding

(4) NFPA-78, National Fire Protection
Association's Lightning Protection Code

This code is utilized as recommended practices
only. It does not apply to electrical generating
plants.

Nuclear Energy Property Insurance Association
(NEPIA) document titled: " Basic Fire
Protection for Nuclear Power Plants"

8A.13 COL Ucense Information

11is the responsibility of the COL applicant to
perform ground resistance measurements to
determine that the required value of 0.05 ohms or
less has been met and to make additions to the
system if necessary to meet the target resistance.

8A.I.4 References ,

<

(1) IEEE Std 80, Guide for Safety in AC Substation
Grounding

(2) IEEE Std 81, Guide for Measuring Earth
Resi;,tivity, Ground Impedance, and Earth
Surface Potentials of a Ground System

s
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| NO. FACILITY q
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1 REACTOR CON TAINMENT c

! ! ~
2 REACTOR BUILDING

| | 3 CONTROL BUILDING

| g | 4 MAIN STEAM /FEEDWATER TUNNEL
5 TURBINE BUILDING

| |
6 SERVICE BUILDING

! !5 7 RADWASTE BUILDING
| | 8 HOUSE BOILER

| | 9 CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK
10 MAIN TRANSFORMER

g |
11 NORMAL SWITCHGEAR

{ ~~~ """ - - - - - ~~~!
! 12 DIESEL OIL STORAGE TANK (3)

11 13 STACK| |- - - - - --]y 9 | I
14 EQUIPMENT ENTRY LOCK

| L-] 15 FIRE PROTECTION WATER
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8A3 Electric Heat Tracing
1
'

8A3.1 Descriptica

The electric heat tracing system provides freeze
protection where required for outdoor service ,

components and fluid warming of process fluids if |
required, either in or out doors. if the operation of !

'

the heat tracing is required for proper operation of a
safety-related system, the heat tracing for the |

safety-related system is required to be Class 1E, also.
'

Power for heat tracing is supplied from buses backed
,

by the onsite standby get:erators. Non Class IE
heat tracing has access to the combustion turbine >

| generator through the same load group as the
|

components protected. Class IE heat tracing is

| assigned to the appropriate division for a source of
,

Class IE power.

SA3.2 Analysis )

There are no SRP or regulatory requirements |
for cathodic protection systems. They are required j

to be designed and installed to the applicable
sections of the following codes and standards.

i i
(1) IEEE Std 622, Recommended Practice for the |

Design and Installation of Electric Heat Tracing |
Systems in Nuclear Power Generating Stations j

(2) IEEE Std 622A, Recommended Practice for the
Design and Installation of Electric Pipe IIcating |

3
Control and Alarm Systems in Nuclear Power ;

; Generating Stations
i
'

8A33 COL Ucense Information

No COL applicant information is required.

8A3.4 References i

i

! The following codes and standards have been
referenced in this section of the SSAR.

1 i

(1) IEEE Std 622, Recommended Practice for the !

Design and Installation of Electric Heat Tracing :

Systems in Nuclear Power Generating Stations ;

;

(2) IEEE Std 622A, Recommended Practice for the
Design and Installation of Electric Pipe Heating
Control and Alarm Systems in Nuclear Power
Generating Stations

Amendment BA 31
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i9.5.3 Lighting and Senicing Power building and refueling floor cranes, welding
Supply System equipment). Service outlets have grounded

connections and the outlets in wet or moist
The plant lighting is comprised of four areas are supplied from breakers with ground ,

independent lighting systems. They are the current detection.
f

normal lighting system, the standby lighting
system, the emergency lighting system, and the 9.53.1 Design Bases ,

'

guide lamp lighting system. The normal lighting
system is non Class IE. The other three lighting 9.53.1.1 General Design Bases

isystems are comprised of Class 1E (guide lamps
only), Class 1E associated, and non-Class 1E The general design bases for the Nuclear Is-
subsystems. land portion of the lighting systems are as fol-

lows:
iAll lighting systems are designed to provide

intensities consistent with the lighting needs of (1) The lighting guidelines shall be based on
the areas in which they are located, and with illuminating Engineering Society (IES) rec-
their intended purpose. The lighting design ommended intensities. These shall be in- |

considers the effects of glare and shadows on service values as shown on Table 9.5-1 I!!u- |

control panels, video display devices, and other mination Levels. Reflected glare will be !

equipment, and the mirror effects on glass and minimized.
pools. Lighting and other equipment maintenance,
in addition to the safety of personnel, plant (2) Control room lighting is designed with re- (

equipment, and plant operation is considered in spect to reduction of glare and shadows on !

the design. Areas containing flammable materials the control boards. |

(e.g. battery rooms, fuel tanks) have explosion ,

proof lighting systems. Areas subject to high (3) Lighting systems and components are in con- i

) moisture have water proof installations (e.g. formity with the electrical standards of
3 drywell, washdown areas). Plant AC lighting NFPA and OSHA as applicable for safety of

systems are generally of the fluorescent type, personnel, plant and equipment.
!with mercury lamps provided for high ceiling and

yard lighting, except where breakage could (4) Each of the normal, standby or emergency ,
'

introduce mercury into the reactor coolant lighting systems has the following arrange-
system. Incandescent lamps are used for DC ment criteria: 3

'

lighting systems and above the reactor, fuel
pools, and other areas where lamp breakage could (a) Areas without doors and hatches (where !

introduce roercury into the reactor coolant. access is impossible) have no lighting.

Lighting systems and their distribution panels (b) Normal (non-essential) lighting shall
and cables are identified according to their have on/off switches if the rooms are
essentiality and type. Class 1E and Class 1E also used as passage (e.g. patrol
associated lighting systems are located in routes).
Seismic Category 1 structures, and are
electrically independent and physically separated (c) For high radiation areas, the on/off"

| in accordance with assigned divisions. Cables switches sba11 bc arranged to |
are routed in their respective divisional facilitate maintenance and to obtain ;

raceways. Normal lighting is separated from maximum service life from the lamps. I

standby lighting. DC lighting cables are not |
'

routed with any other cables and are (d) The switches shall be located at the en-
distinguished by "DCL* markings superimposed on trance to the rooms, or the side of the
the color markings at the same intervals. passage.

Plant service buses supply power and heavy duty (c) Normal lighting power for the small
service outlets to equipmen. not generally used rooms with on/off switches shall be
during normal plant power operation (e.g. turbine supp1ied from one power bus.

9.5-3
Amendment
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Note: A small room means a room with (p) Lighting shall be designed with due con-
three or less lighting fixtures, except sideration of reflection on the CRT
for instrument ra:k rooms and electri- screens where CRTs are installed.
cal panel rooms. J

(q) Lighting fixtures in rooms with glass :
(f) DC emergency lighting and Class 1E windows shall be arranged with due con-

Associated lighting have no switch on sideration of the mirror effect to keep
their power supply lines. the window clear.

,

i (g) Standby lighting shall have no switch on (r) Power for staircase and passage ,

power supply lines, as a rule. However, lighting is from the standby system and
lighting for conference rooms etc., will shall be supplied from two power buses4

have on/off switches. in the staircases and passages to-

prevent a total lighting loss. Each
(h) Power of inner panel lighting and out- bus supplies power to 50% of the

lets are supplied from one power bus. standby lighting of the passages and

staircases. The two power buses for |safety-related area passages and(i) Each part of the 120V,240V and 120/
'

240V buses in lighting distribution staircases shall consist of the
panels shall have two or three spare following: One Class IE bus (the same *

circuits. division as the safety-related i

equipment in the area), which is backed
(j) Installation of fixtures on a high ceil- by the associated divisional diesel

ing shall be avoided as far as possible generator; and a non-Class IE bus, j
to minimize lamp replacement work. which is backed by the combustion j

turbine generator. Under annual '

(k) The fixtures shall be located with due inspection of the power supplies,50%
consideration of maintenance and inspec- lighting is secured with one lighting ,

tion for the equipment in the rooms power supply. The 50% lighting level ["

(such as tank rooms) where a well bal- shall be sufficient for access and i

anced arrangement is difficult. egress of personnel to and from the j
areas. }

(1) For mercury lamps, ballasts can be in- _i
stalled separately for life extension un- (5) Lighting fixtures shall be selected in ac- J,

der the defined environment. cordance with the following criteria: ,

(m)The standard installation interval of (a) Lighting fixtures inside the plant ;
,

service power supply boxes should be shall be the following type of

150-200 ft. fixtures:
i

(n) The standard installation interval of (i) Fluorescent lamps: As a rule,
outlets should be 50-100 ft, however out- fluorescent lamps shall be se- ;

lets shall be arranged around instrument iected as fixtures for the
racks. The outlet installation level in general area.
hazard control areas shall be above the ;

'

top of dikes. (ii) Mercury lamps: M ercury lamps
shall be selected as fixtures for ,

(o) As a rule, normal lighting power shall high ceiling areas and the yard .

I

be supplied with two power buses. How- area (except in reactor building
ever, a power supply with one power bus or other areas where lamp

can be used for areas with high illumina- breakage could introduce mercury
tion lighting by standby lighting and in into the reactor coolant).

'

small rooms.
I
|

95-3.1 |Amendment
|

i
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(iii) Incandescent lamps: Incandescent (k) Outdoor lamps shall have automatic on/ i

lamps shall be selected as fix- off switches. I

tures for de emergency lighting
and as fixtures above the (1) Class 1E Associated lighting equipment |'

reactors and fuel pool in R/B shall be selected for the following ,

operating floor. areas. Wiring shall be an explosion |
proof type. ;

(b) Standby lighting shall be the rapidi
,

j start type. (i) Batch oil tank room such as tur- |

bine oil tank room and lubrica- .

(c) Incandescent lamps shall have water tion oil tank room. [1

proof guards inside drywell. |

(ii) EHC equipments room. |
(d) The fixtures can be a general industry i

type, however the fixtures for the part (iii) Battery rooms.
,

of service area in S/B and control rooms .1

shall match the interior finish of the (iv) Diesel generator rooms. '

4

area. |

(v) Day tank rooms. |
(e) Lighting fixtures above operator con-

soles, bench boards and RW operator con- (vi) Hydrogen related panels and seal :
I

soles shall be dark green embedded lou- oil equipment area.
ver lighting to reduce the reflection of
fixtures on CRT screens. Illumination (m) Lighting inside the cask cleaning pit
levels around the operator console and shall be an embedded water proof type
bench boards shall be adjustable. fixture.

;

| (f) Non-Class IE battery pack lamps shall be (n) Feeder circuits for the lighting I

self contained units suitable for the fixtures and outlets in the following ,

environment in which they are located. areas shall have circuit breakers with !

ground current detection. ;

|
(g) The light fixtures for Class 1E battery >

,

packs may be located remote from the (i) Decontamination pans i

battery if the environment at the lamp j
is not within the qualified range of the (ii) Decontamination rooms

'

battery. Alternatively, lamps powered
from the station batteries may be (iii) Inside Drywell(Outlets) I

provided. ;

(iv) R/B operating floor (Service i

(h) Outlets shall have grounded connections power supply boxes)
and should be 120V-15A type or 240V-15A

3 '

type. (v) Yard (Damp area)<

)

(i) Standard service power boxes shall be 3 (vi) Service power supply boxes.
phase 480V-100A type. ,

'

(6) Fixture installation levels shall be as
(j) Lighting around the reactor and fuel follows with consideration for the arrange-

! pool on the R/B operating floor shall be ment of trays. HVAC ducts and equipment i

designed with due consideration of the lifting space:
reflection on the water surface to keep
from impedmg pool work. Lamps in a lo- Equipment Installation eight

cation where the lamps may drop in the (from floor surface)
reactor or fuel pool, shall have guards.

.

4

M-32Amendment
1
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Distribution 6.5 ft to the top of the panels (e) Physicalidentification of the Class IE ;

panels and Class 1E Associated equipment and ;

cables is addressed in Subsection !

Suspended 8 ft to bottom of the fixtures 8.3.1.3.
finute ;

(8) Wires and Cables
Wall mounted 8 ft to bottom of the fixtures i

fixtures (a) Wire size shall be 12 AWG, or larger as ;

required.
Switches * 4 ft to center of the switch
boxes (b) The size of the neutral line shall be

the same as the branched circuits.
; Outlets * (1) I ft to center of the switch

boxes (9) Conduits

(2) 8 ft to center of the switch (a) Generally, embedded conduits shall be
boxes thick wall type, and exposed conduits i

may be thin wall type.
'

(7) Wiring Criteria
Exposed conduits in drywell, the yard

(a) Wiring from power buses to distribution and the area where safety type fixtures
panels shall be done with conduit or or pressure resistant explosion proof
cable trays. Wiring from the fixtures are required shall be thick
distribution panels shall be done with wall type. !

conduits. !,

9.5.3.1.2 Safety.Related Design Bases

| (b) Normal non-Class 1E lighting power j

supply lines from the distribution Nuclear safety-related design bases for ABWR 1

panels with dual power bus configuration Standard Plant lighting systerns are as follows:
can share the same conduit. t

(1) Mercury vapor fixtures and mercury switches
(c) Standby lighting circuits shall not are not used where a broken fixture or

share raceways with normal lighting switch may result in introduction mercury ,

circuits. into the reactor coolant system. j

(d) Emergency de lighting circuits shall (2) Adequate lighting for any safety-related ar-
not share raceways with any other cas, such as areas used during emergencies i

circuits. or reactor safe shutdown, including those
'along the appropriate access or exit

routes, ars provided from 4 different |

In the yard, the height from the ground to lighting circuits (normal ac; standby ac;**

the center of the boxes shall be 5 ft. 125Vdc or self-contained battcry~

fixtures). See Subsection 9.5.13.4 for COL
(1) Bottom of outlets in the area with dikes license information.

shall be installed higher than the top
of the dikes. See Table 9.5 2 for the lighting subsystems

and their normal and backup power sources and
(2) Outlets in laboratories and analysis the switching sequence. This table shows that

roorns shall be installed at an approp- the lighting is provided with normal standby and
riate level with consideration of the emergency de lighting during normal operation.
work in the area. On the loss of normal power, the lighting is

provided from standby and emergency power. On
Detailed installation levels will be
coordinated at the construction site.

!
95-33Amendment
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the loss of all ac power the lighting is provided lighting system. In passageways and stairwellsN

by de emergency lighting facilities or self- leading to non-Class 1E equipment areas, the | I

contained battery fixtures. lighting is supplied from two different load ,

'groups of the non-Class 1E lighting system.
933.2 System Description With this configuration, non-Class 1E equipment

'

areas receive 100% of their lighting from two
Plant lighting is divided into four sub- different power sources.

systems: ,

933.2.2 StandbyIJghting
(1) normallighting (ac);

Standby lighting is provided for the

(2) standbylighting (ac); operation and maintenance of equipment during i

the loss of normal power and is installed over '

(a) Class IE Associated the entire plant area. The ac lighting
configuration permits retaining approximately ,

(b) Non-Class 1E 50% of the lighting illumination in all
passageways, stairwells and essential equipment

(3) emergency lighting (de); areas during lighting maintenance or loss of a
load group. Illumination from 50% of the

(a) Class IE Associated lighting is adequate to observe equipment and .

'

support personnel movement.
(b) Non-Class 1E

The standby lighting system is made of two
(4) Guide lamps subsystems: Class 1E Associated and non-Class"

1E. The Class IE standby lighting subsystem -
(a) Class 1E serves the safety related areas, and their |

associated passageways. The non-Class 1E ;

(b) Non-Class 1E lighting subsystem serves the non-safety-relateds
areas and their associated passageways.

;

Lighting fixtures that contain mercury are not
used inside the reactor building or in any other 93J.2.2.1 Class IE Associated Standby !
location where broken fixtures may introduce mer- Ilghting Subsystem (SSIS)
cury into the reactor coolant system.

The Class IE Associated ac standby lighting '

g 933.2.1 Normal (Non-Class 1E) Lighting system is comprised of lighting from three Class
1E safety divisions. Each of the three Class 1E

The normallighting system is ae and non Class divisions is supplied power from the Class IE
1E and provides up to 50% of the lighting needed divisional bus, which is connectable to the ;

for operation, inspection, and repairs during Class 1E standby power supply (emergency diesel
normal plant operation and is installed generator (DG) ) in its respective division.
throughout the plant in nonessential equipment Each Class 1E standby lighting system supplies a
areas, except for the passageways and minimum of 50% of the lighting needs of the
stairwells. Normal lighting is generally safety-related equipment areas in its respective
supplied from the nonessential power generation division and of the passageways and stairwells
(PG) buses. In the nonessential equipment areas, leading to its respective equipment areas. The
the normal lighting is supplemented (a minimum of Class 1E lighting in the battery room and other

I 50%) by the non-Class 1E lighting system. instrument and control areas of Division IV is
Lighting from a single load group is acceptable supplied from the Division 11 Class 1E standby
for localized high intensity lighting and lighting system. The main control room lighting
lighting in small rooms where only a limited is supplied from Divisions II and III Class IE

| number of fixtures are needed. Non-Class 1E standby lighting systems. The remainder of the
service outlets and internal lighting for lighting (up to 50%) in the Class 1E equipment
non Class 1E panels is provided by the normal areas and the passageways and stairwells leading

9.53.4Amendment
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I o them is supplied from non-Class 1E standby supplied from the Class IE standby lighting It

| lighting system in the same load group as the
i system.

Class IE Associated lighting system. With this
configuration, safety-related equipment areas

i receive 100% of their lighting needs from two
different standby lighting power supplies.

The non-Class IE standby lighting subsystem |
The Class 1E Associated standby lighting is fed from non-Class 1E buses through separate ,

subsystem is fed from Class 1E buses through lighting panels. Fixtures are provided for all j

separate lighting panels. Fixtures are provided non-safety-related areas (areas where non- |
divisional equipment is located), and their |

| for all safety related areas, areas whereDivisions I, II, til and IV systems equipment is associated passageways. The fixtures provide a i

located, and their associated access areas. The reduced lighting level adequate to support '

fixtures provide a reduced lighting level personnel movement and observation of equipment
adequate to support personnel movement and after interruption of the normal lighting ;

observation of equipment after interruption of . system. In the event of a LOPP, the NSLS is j

the normal lighting system. In the event of a automatically fed from the combustion turbine i

LOPP, the SSLS is automatically fed from the generator. The NSLS transformers and their j

diesel generator sets. The transformers for this associated panels are non-Class 1E and are i

lighting subsystem and their associated panels routed in non-Class IE raceways. The ;

are Class 1E and Seismic Category I. illumination levels and power sources are shown j
on Table 9.5-3. i

The cables up to the lighting fixtures are
Class 1E Associated and are routed in Seismic 9.53.23 DC Emergency Lighting ,

Category I raceways. The lighting fixtures f
ithemselves are not seismically qualified, but are The DC emergency lighting system consists of

seismically supported. The bulbs cannot be two subsystems, Class 1E and non-Class 1E. The ;

j seismically qualified. This is why the subsystem Class 1E Associated subsystem serves the ;

is considered Class 1E Associated. The bulbs can following safety-related areas: !
'

only fail open and therefore do not represent a
hazard to the Class 1E power sources. Main controi room

Safety-related electric equipment rooms I

9.53.2.2.2 Non-Class 1E Standby Ughting Diesel generator areas and associated control |
Subsystems rooms

DC electric equipment rooms (battery rooms are
The non-Class IE ac standby lighting system is included)

comprised of lighting from three non-Class 1E Remote shutdown control rooms ,

j load groups. Each load group is supplied from a [
different plant investment protection (PIP) bus The non-Class 1E subsystem serves the | |

which is connectable to the non-Class 1E standby non-safety-related radwaste control room,
power supply (combustion turbine generator f
(CTG)). The non-Class 1E standby lighting system The de emergency lighting system provides ;

;

; supplies a minimum of 50% of the lighting needs backup illumination for periods after the loss t

of the non safety-related equipment areas and of preferred power, until the combustion turbine i

100% of the lighting in passageways and generator energizes the standby lighting system, ,

a stairwells leading to non-Class 1E equipment as well as in the event of loss of all the ac
areas (as described above). In addition, the lighting sources.
non-Class IE standby lighting system supplies up |

to 50% of the lighting needs in safety-related
'

,

equipment areas and in passageways and stairwells'

leading to essential equipment areas. The
remainder of the lighting (a minimum of 50%)in j

'

the safety-related equipment areas and in
passageways and stairwells leading to them is

D-35Amendment
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The illumination levels and power sources of The power for the non-Class IE emergencyp/y the dc emergency lighting system is shown in lighting subsystem is fed from the non-Class IE
Table 9.5-4. station de power supply system (R42) through the

non-Class 1E distribution panel for the radwaste
9.53.23.1 Class IE Associated Emergency control room. The lighting panel and wiring are
Lighting Subsystem non-Class 1E and non-siesmic. The circuits are

classified as 1.on-Class IE and are routed in
The Class 1E Associated emergency lighting non-siesmic raceways.

system provides the emergency lighting needs to
the main control room, the remote shutdown panel 9.53.2.4 Guide lamps With Self-Contained
room, the emergency diesel generator areas and Battery Packs
control rooms, and the safety-related electrical
equipment rooms (both ac and de). Lighting power DC emergency lighting fixtures are installed
for the identified safety-related areas is for stairways, exit routes and major control
supplied from the 125 VDC battery in the same areas such as the main control room and remote '

divisions as the area. The lighting power to the shutdown panel areas. Each of the emergency
main control room is supplied from Divisions II lighting fixtures has two incandescent sealed-
and III 125 VDC batteries. beam lamps, with an 8 hr minimum self-contained

battery, charger and an initiating switch which
| The power for the Class 1E Associated emer- energizes the fixture from the battery in the

gency lighting subsystem is fed from the Class IE event of loss of the ac power supply, and
de-energizes the fixture upon return of ac power

| station de power supply system (R42) throughClass 1E distribution panels for the above to the standby light, following a time delay of
safety-related areas. Fixtures are provided for 15 minutes (see Table 9.5-2). The power supply
all safety-related areas. The de emergency ac source is fed from the standby lighting
lighting panels are Class 1E and seismic Category system. The passageways are illuminated to a

r] 1. The cables up to the lighting fixtures are level of I foot candle on the floor per the Life i

b classified as Class 1E Associated. All Class IE Safety Code.
Associated emergency lighting fixtures are
seismically supported. The bulbs are not The self contained emergency lighting sets j

seismically qualified. This is why the subsystem are seismically qualified in safety-related
|is considered Class 1E Associated. The bulbs can areas.

only fail open and therefore do not represent a
hazard to the Class 1E power sources. 9.53.2.5 Emergency Operation Failure Analysis

9.53.23.2 Non-Class 1E Emergency Because of the redundancy provided by the
Lighting Subsystem systems described above, the complete loss of

lighting in any of the critical areas is not
| The non-Class 1E emergency lighting system credible. The standby lighting system, on loss

provides the emergency lighting needs to the of the normallighting system, and the emergency
radwaste building (RWB) control room, the lighting systems, provide totally independent
combustion turbine generator (CTG) area and low level illumination in areas vital to safe

I control room, and the non-safety-related shutdown of the reactor and evacuation or access
electrical equipment areas (both ac and dc). by personnel should the need occur. This is
Lighting power for the RWB control room is specifically demonstrated by Tables 9.5-1 and
supplied from the non-Class 1E 250 VDC battery. 9.5-2. Also, the safety-related control
Lighting power for the non-safety-related systems will automatically bring the plant to

safe shutdown if lighting is not available.
| electrical equipment rooms is supplied from the125 VDC battery in the same non-safety-related

load group as the equipment in the room. 9.533 Inspection and Testing Requirements
Lighting power for the non-Class 1E CTG is
supplied from one of the non-Class IE 125 VDC Since the normal standby and emergency

[, batteries. lighting circuits are energized and maintained
\.

9.5-36Amendmen:
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(2) The target reliability of the CTG unit, still deficient, power is automatically
; based on successful starts and successful transferred from the unit auxiliary transformers I

load runs, shall be > 0.98, as calculated by to the CTG.
methods defined in NSAC 108, The Reliability i

of Emergency Diesel Generators at US Nuclear Manually controlled breakers also provide the,

; Power Plants. capability of connecting the combustion turbine
generator to any one of the emergency buses if

(3) The gas turbine shall have an ISO rating all other power sources are lost. ;.

(continuous rating at 59*F and at sea i

| level) of at least 9 mW, with nominal output The CTG is provided with a fuel supply that
voltage of 6.9 kV at 60 Hz. is separate from the fuel supp'y fro the onsite

emergency ac power system (that is, a separate
(4) The generator output shall have a day tank supplied from a common storage tank). |

steady-state voltage regulation within 0.5% The fuel shall be sampled and analyzed to
of rated voltage when the load is varied maintain quality consistent with standards ,

from no load to rated kVA and all transients . recommended by the CTG manufacturer. '

have decayed to zero. !

The CTG is completely independent, and ;

j (5) The transient response of the generator located in a separate building, from the j

shall be capable of assuming sudden emergency ac power sources. Thus, no single ;

application of up to 20% of the generator point vulnerability exists between them. ;

NEMA rating when the generator, exciter, and |

regulator are operating at no load, and The CTG consists of a completely-packaged, ;
rated voltage and frequency results in less fully assembled and tested, skid-mounted unit j

than 25% excursion from rated voltage. with the following components: !
'

Recovery shall be within 5% of rated
voltage, with no more than one undershoot or (1) A gas turbine with diesel hydraulic start |

| one overshoot within one second. system (i.e., capable of black start). The j
unit shall be operated with liquid fuel. !

(6) With the generator initially operating at
rated voltage, and with a constant load (2) A generator with brushless excitation system ;

between 0 and 100% at rated power factor, and terminal box. ;

the change in the regulated output shall not !

exceed 1% of rated voltage for any 30- (3) A reduction drive gear system between the
minute period at a constant ambient turbine and generator. ,

Itemperature.
(4) Lubrication system.

9.5.11.2 System Description
(5) An air cooling system with radiator and AC

The interconnections for the CTG are shown on motor-driven fans for oil cooling.

'

the power distribution system single line diagram
(SLD), Figure 8.3-1. (6) Accessorygearbox.

The CTG is designed to supply standby power to (7) Air intake and exhaust equipment.
| all of the three turbine building (non-Class IE)

,

6.9kV buses which carry the plant investment (8) Microprocessor-based control system with
protection loads. control and protective circuits."

(9) Panels, junction boxes and other accessoriesi

The CTG automatically as required.<

starts on detection of a voltage drop of less
than 70% on its downstream bus. When the CTG is 9.5.11.3 Safety Evaluations
ready to synchronize, if the voltage level is

1 ' The CTG is non-Class IE and its failure will |

|
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not affect safe shutdown of the plant. The unit
is not required for safety, but is provided to
assist in mitigating the consequences of a
station blackout event. However, the plant can
cope with a station blackout without the CTG.

_

The CTG does not supply power to nuclear safety
related equipment except on condition of
complete failure of the emergency diesel
generators and all off-site power. Under this
condition, the CTG can provide emergency back-up
power through manually-actuated Class-1E
breakers in the same interface manner as the
off-site power sources. This provides a diverse
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